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1.1 Study No. I, Acceptance of Technology  

A search of a variety of sources of items concerning people's 

attitudes toward and acceptance of technology, in general, as well 

as communication technology, specifically including Mumford (1970), 

Reiff (1966), Roszak (1969) and Michael (1973) yielded a pool of 

over 350 items. Through processes of categorization and re-categorization 

by two different teams of researchers twenty-nine  a priori  categories 

of items were identified, as follows: 

1. responsibility for unintended consequences of innovations 

2. destructive effects of science and -technology 

3. the unimpedable march'of science and teChnology 

4. science and technology are turning man into robots 

5, the modification of traditional belief systems . by  science 
and technology. 

6. change and growth through science and technology 

• 7. changeability versus stability of life 

8. requirements for more participation in governmental decisions 

due to technological change. . 

9. facilitation of awareness by science and technology 

10. removal by technology of the challenge of living 

11. alienation as a consequence of science and technology 

12. the Protestant Ethic and related beliefs 

13. freedom  

14. materialism 

15. impersonality of science 

16. openness to Innovation 	. 

17. complexily of science 



lp. regulation of technology 

19. belief in authority . 

20 , the - inadequacy'of science 

21. the nature of man (individual versus society) 

22. the Objectivity and potential relevance of science 

23._ the nature of work 

24. the handling of power and control issues 

25. the constructive effects of science and technology 

26. the evirand the good scientist 

27. the goals of science 

28. miscellaneous 

Items specific to communication technology were included, as 

appropriate, under the above categories. The items were inspected for 

apparent redundancies, lack of ambigUity and other criteria for good 

Items and divided into two final sets of tentative items, each set to 

be administered as a separate questionnaire, as follows: (1) Attitudes 

Toward Technology and Science, consisting of 150 items and (2) Genera! 

Opinion Scale, consisting of 71 items. 

The Attitudes  Toward Technology and Science questionnaire and . 

the General Opinion Scale were administered to 370 and 300 introductory 

psychology . students, respectively. Of the Students who completed the 

. Attitudes Toward Technology and Science questionnaire, 150 also 	. 

completed the Goldman Mechanization Scale, which is being developed by • 

another investigator to measure several  dimensions  related •o  the 

 acceptance of technology. All responses-have been transferred to 1 13M 

cards and further analyses are beginning. 



The further analyses have two main objectives: (I) ihrough 

factor analysis and item selection to identify empirically the dimen- 

sions measured by the two Libby scales and to reduce the number of items 

for measuring each dimension to an optimal number. Re-administration of 

the scales and composition of new items, as well as rewording of old 

Items, is contemplated as necessary in this process. (2) to compare 

scores on the Libby dimensions with those yielded by the Goldman question-

naire, thus identifying areas in which the different measures are similar 

and unique. It is .expected that by the time of the final report for 

this yeares work tentative final versions of the Libby questionnaire will 

be ready for use in studies designed to identify which dimensions of 

attitudes toward, technology discriminate between acceptors and rejectors 

of communications technologies as determined by actual behaviour. 

1.2 Study No. 2, Ocular and other  nonverbal behaviour in face-to-
face and auditory-channel-only interviews. 

. This study was intended to discriminate nonverbal behaviour of an 

interviewee in a face-to-face interview from behaviour in an electroni-

cally mediated interview in which visual . cues to the interviewee regarding 

the interviewer are absent. There are two theoretical bases for this 

research. First, recent evidence suggests that the direction of an 

• Interviewee's eye movements may be directly related to, and thus reveal 

Cl)  his cognitive processes (whether he is reasoning verbally or forming 

° pictorial images), (2) his impression of the difficulty of the question 

or topic to which he is responding, and (3) the -extent to •Which,the 

topic Influences him to feel psychologically  close  or distant to the 

Interviewer. Second, further evidence SuggestS that such ocular behaviour 



Is more likely to occur in a mediated, than in a face-4o-face interview 

(Gur, Gur, and Harris, unpublished manuscript). The study is also 

designed to yield data which can be combined with that of Study 3, 

Proxemics of Electronic Copresence below to permit analysis of the 

relative anxiety provoked by the three communication modes utilized 

In the two studies, face-to-face, interactive TV, and audio only. 

Relevant background literature for the study has been searched, 

the study has been designed and has been carried out. One hundred twenty 

subjects were seenindividually--60 in each of the two conditions of 

the present study, face-to-face and audio only. The dependent variables 

measured on each subject were as follows: 

Nonverbal: I) whether or not eye contact with the interviewer 

was maintained; if not what was the'first direction 

of gaze aversion. For rake-off form see Appendix B. 

2) time to onset and offset of verbal response and thus 

response duration. For rake-off form see Appendixe. 

Questionnaire: 3) rating of each of 48 questions asked during the 

Interview on each of three dimensions: 

a. extent to which the question involved 

verbal or spatial reasoning. 

b. extent to which it was easy or difficult. 

c ,  extent to which it provoked interpersonal 

emotion (embarrassment) or not. For copy 

of form used see Appendix. 

4) Semantic differential rating of "My Feelings about 

Myself during the Interview" (Appendix .  ï?))-; 



Seantic differential rating of "My Behaviour 

• during the Experiment" (AppendixB). 

6) Nowlis Mood Questionnaire (Appendix e. 

7) Semantic Differential rating of "My Feelings about 

the Mode of Communication in This S:Iudy" (Appendix ED. 

All data has been transferred from videotapes and questionnaires to 

IBM cards and the full study is now being analyzed. In addition, the 

face-to-face condition of the study, insofar as it dealt with ocular 

behaviour and question content served as the M.A. thesis of Dianne 

Ramey. This data has been fully analyzed and written up in M.A. thesis 

format, for which Dianne received a high pass and the M.A. degree. The 

completed thesis is included as Appendix B. . 

As will be noted from the thesis, the results of the face-to-face 

condition alone have made an important contribution to our knowledge 

of the interaction between situational and intrapersonar determinants 

of eye behaviour. The main finding was that difficulty of a question 

Is an important, and previously overlooked, mediator of direction of 

ocular response. When questions were easy, interviewees who broke eye 

contact looked away to the left In response to emotional questions more 

frequently than they looked to the right, as shown in a previous study .  

(Libby and Yaklevich, 1973); when questions were difficult interviewees 

• who broke eye contact looked up rather than down, but did not, on the 

average, look more often to the left in response to emotional questions. 

In addition the ratings of the  questions by the subjects on the three 

content dimensions proved invaluable in inter'preting the  data and suggest 

an Important source of ambiguity in previous findings when ratings were 



not Made. . 

The analyses of the complete experiMent promise to reveal important 

differences between nonverbal behaviour in the face-to-face situation, 

when the interviewee knew his responses may have communicative  meaning 

to the interviewer, and in the audio-only situation, when there was 

no video link between interviewer and interviewée. This information is 

not only of important theoretical interest in itself, it also will 

serve as a guide to analyses of studies of ocular behaviour in tele- 

communication  interactions  which are visually as well as aurally mediated. 

In addition the semantic differential data, especially the self ratings 

and the mood ratings, promise to expand our knowledge of differential 

channel effects. In particular they will provide information on the 

hypothesis that the less information-rich (and henee more ambiguous) 

the channel, the more anxiety it will provoke in the communicator. 

Final analyses will be completed . by  January and will be reported 

in this year's final report. 

1.3 Study No. 3, Proxemics of Electronic Copresence. 

This study was designed to explore the extent to which proxemic 

behaviour (nonv'erbal expression of physical and psychological distance) 

In an interactive TV interview (two persons spontaneously interacting 

over electronically mediated video and audio channels) approximates face-

to-face behaviour. A secondary aim was to investigate how attitudes 

toward technology affect readiness lo utilize and appreciate communica-

tions technology. Finally, the study is designed to yield data which can 

be combinE-d with that of Study 2, Ocular and olher nonverbal behaviour in 

face-to-face and auditory-channel-only interViews, above, to permit 



analysis of the relative anxiety provoked by the three communication 

modes'utilized in the two studies, face-to-face, interactive TV, and 

audio only. 

Relevant background literature for the study has been searched, 

the study has been designed and has been carried out. Ninety-six 

subjects participated individually; 48 in each of two sub-studies. in 

each sub-study, the apparent distance of an interviewer from the inter-

viewee (the subject) was varied by altering the interviewer's image 

. size. In one sub-study the psychological distance of the interviewer 

was varied by having her ask a series of 24 intimate questions followed 

by 24 neutral questions or vice versa; in the other the intimacy of 

the questions was alternated for each of four blocks of 12 questions 

each. .Each sub-study included .conditions in which the subject saw 

bis own  Image (I)  on a monitor placed to the left of the monitor showina 

the image of the interviewer; (2) on a monitor placed to the right  of th 

monitor showing the image of the interviewer and (3) on the same 

monitor that presented the image of the interviewee (before the interviewer's 

Image appeared). The dependent variables measured on each subject were 

as follows: 

Nonverbal: (I) actual  distance of Interviewee's chair (on casters) 

from the TV screen after every six questions. 

(2) Interviewee's use of "zoom" conirols to change his 

Image size after every six questions. 

(3) whether or not inierviewee mainiained eye contact 

and, if noi, what was  the  first direction of gaze 

aversion, (For rake-off form see Appendix B, same 

as in Siudy 2). 
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(4) amount of time interviewee looked at hiS own 

Image and the interviewer's image In the two 

experimental conditions where his own image 

was available. (For rake-off form see Appendix C.). 

(5) time to onset and offset of verbal response and 

thus response duration. (For rake-off form see 

Appendix 46, same as in Study 2). 

Questionnaire: (6) Seman -t•ic differential rating of interviewer 

after each of  our  blocks of 12 questions each 

(Appendix C.). 

(7) Semantic differential rating of self after each 

of four blocks of 12 questions each (Appendix C.; 

(8) Nowl is Mood Questionnaire (Appendix 8, same as in 

Study 2). 

(9) Semantic.- Di fferentia I rati ng of "My Feelings  

about the Mode of Commùnication in this Study 

(Append ix 	. 

(10) Semantic differentia . ' •rating of "My Feelings 

• about the Interview Situation"(Appendix.C.) 

(l1) Semantic differential rating of "My Behaviour 

During the Experiment (See Appendix B-, same as 

In Study 2). 	
•  

(12) Thing-Person Interest Questionnaire (Appendix  

( 13) Goldman Mechanization Scale (Appendix 0.). 

(14) Description of own ocular behaviour (Appendix.C). 
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All data has been transferred from videotapes and questionnaires 

to IBM cards and the full study Is now being analyzed. Preliminary 

graphs of the data indicate that during the course of the interview 
,• 

subjects moved physically closer to the monitor on which the image of 

the interviewer,  appeared and used zoom controls to make their own 

picture larger. The data also suggest that a significant number of 

subjects responded, both with physical movement and zoom controls, to 

the Interviewer's changes in picture size and intimacy of question 

content. Further  na lyses are needed to confirm the pattern of making 

one's own picture larger as the interviewer's picture became larger and 

moving away as the interview content became more intimate. Separate 

analyses of each of the two sub-studies are necessary, as well a overall 
- 

analyses. Analysis of sub-study 1 has been completea and write'n7filp in the f4m . 	. 	•_ 

of the M.A. thesisM-  Tom Schleidh (See-Aptendix C). 

• 2.0 Studies,proposed for continuance of the contract for a second year. 

For the second year of the contract it is . proposed to carry out 

further studies outlined in the original proposal as well as to build 

upon - the results of the first year studies. Since the results are 

still incomplete it is not desirable to specify all the second year 

studies in complete detail. However, the following proposals can be 

made at this time. (Reference numbers are to studies outlined in the 

original  proposal). 
• 

Original 1.1 The regulation of psycholoeical  distance  during  

face-to-face and'two-way audiovisual - telecommunicatien 

. by means - of  physical movement and oiher nonverbal  
variables. 

' 	During the first year  only  part o.f the original study was conducted. 
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The investigàtion of proxemic relationships in interactive telecommunications 

was limited to two-way TV. No direct comparisons of two7way Prand 

face-toLface communication were made. For the présent year it is proposed 

fo  conduct two•studies, building on this year's study 3 as described 

above but including both face-to-face and telecommunication conditions. 

In each study the basis for inieraction will be meeting a potential 

dating partner of the opposite sex for the first time. The study will 

be presented as an attempt to improve upon computer daling. Although 

the parsonal interview basis of this year's studies seemed to involve 

subjects, the computer dating basis is more realistic and likely to be 

even o more involving in terms ofTelevance to nonver,bal behaviour. 

The first study will include, as an additional variable, degree 

of acquaintance of interactants. This variable is of great potential 

Importance for the study of both face-to-face and telecommunications 

since anecdotal evidence suggests that nonverbal behaviour among the 

well acquainted differs markedly from that among strangers. 

The second study will incorporate some of the major issues of 

Study 2.1 of the original proposal, by exploring the effect of actual 

distance between telecommunicators upon their behaviour. There will 

be three conditions: face-to-face, telecommunication with a partner 

whom one is highly likely to meet face-to-face and telecommunication 

with a partner one is highly unlikely io ever meet unless one seeks 

him out. 

Original 5.2 Validation of the Acceptance of Technology Scale. 

By completion of the first year a usable Acceptance of Technology 

scale will be developed. During the second year  as part of its 

valldailon, it will be used to select subjects to partiCipaie in one 

- 	 , 	 "` 
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or both of the two preceding studies. Thus each study will have 

a telecommunication condition in which subjects have been selected as 

acceptor; of technology and a condition in which they have been 

selected as rejeetors. Of interest will be their behaviour in, and 

expressed preference for, the telecommunications condition as compared 

to the face-to-face condition. 

Additional Studies.  An apparently crucial proxemic variable 

for satisfying interactive TV communication Is the communicators control 

over the camera transmitting his partner's image--whether he can aim 

it where he pleases to inspect the environment of his partner's station 

and whether he can zoom in and out on his partner. To conduct research 

on ihls variable a remote control camera is essential. lf the contract 

can be augmented to include costs of such a camera, studies of the 

variable will be begun during the proposed second year of the contract. 

Costs for second year.  Costs will be about the same as in Year 1 

and comparably distributed for a total of $15;000.00. However, this 

does not include studies utilizing a remote control camera, the addition-

al cost of which is about $2,000.00 (see Appendix R). lt should also be 

noted that standard wages for research assistants in Ontario have been 

increased, partly due to inflation. Thus it would be desirable to 

continue to attract top notch students, to increase the contract amount 

by $2,000.00 for a total of $17,000.00 without remote control camera 

or $19.000.00 with such a camera. 
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ABSTRACT .  

The effects of cognitive and emotional question 

content, and environmental complexity upon ocular 

behaviour were studied. 

Although the findings did not support previous 

research. concerning lateral gaze aversion, one interest-

ing result suggests that emotionality and difficulty of 

questions may have a curvilinear effect upon lateral 

eye movements analogous to the classic Yerkes-Dodson 

anxiety curve. 

The findings do seem to support previous research 

which found that people tend tà look up more for difficult 

questions, and suggest that difficulty is an important 

dimension to consider when studyindocular behaviour. 

J. 
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CHAPT.M I 

INTRODUCTION 

Although the eyes have long been recognized as an 

• essential part of human interaction, most.studies of 

ocular behaviour have been concerned with: only one aspect, 

'whether or not a person maintained a glance directly at 

the eyes of another. These studies suggest that the 

extent to which a person looks another in the eyes 

reflects his personality (Duke, 1968; Bakan, 1971), his 

moment-to-moment feelings (Kinsbourne, 1972; Libby, 1971), 

and his ongoing intentions or expectations (Kendon, 1967). 

Fiore recently, however, another aspect of ocular behaviour 

has received attention, the direction in which one's gaze 

is averted when one looks away from the eyes of another. 

Two major planes of directional responses have been 

studied; lateral gaze aversions, that is, look-aways to 

the right or the left, and vertical gaze aversions, or 

look-aways in an up or down direction. 

. Lateral Gaze Aversions ' 	. 	- 

Two  major possible determinants of direction of 

lateral gaze aversion have been identified: internal 

factors which may function independently of the lookerts 

physical environment, and external or environmental 	• 

factors. The major hypothesized internal determinant of 

direction of lateral gaze aversion is the relative 

dominance of the left.or right'cerebral hemisphere; the 

major external determinant is the location,of physical 

objects in one's surroundings. Studies of each of the 

two.determinants are reviewed in the following sections. 

euee,,,,,ureueem eue 
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The Cerebral Dominance Hypothesis 

Traditionally, the concept of cerebral dominance has 

implied a single dominant hemisphere, that being the left 

hemisphere because of its leading role played in language 

and analytic processes in the right-handed person. How- 

ever, Bakan (1971) discusses the "double dominance" model 
of. the brain, in which each hemisphere is dominant with 

respect to different functions. 

In fact, studies by Sperry and Gazzaniga, who were 
the first to study the split brain in man, suggest that 

the right hemisphere is not only capable, but sophisticated 

in some specialized functions. For example, Gazzaniga 

(1967) reports that right-handed patients, in whom the 

corpus callosum was cut, were able to arrange blocks to 

match .a  picture design and draw a cube in three dimensions 

with the left hand, while the right hand, deprived of 

information from the right hemisphere, could not perform 

these tasks. 	. 

According to the double dominance model of the brain 

that Bakan proposes, it is believed that the left 

hemisphere dominates in such functions as verbal and 

analytic processing, abstràct, rational and objective 

thinking; while the right hemisphere dominates in pre-

verbal and concrete thinking,  and. spatial  patterning. . 

Stlidies of split brain patients, in whom the corpus 

callosum connecting the right and left hemisphere of the 

brain were severed, generally support the double 

dominance hypothesis, but not for all functions suggested 

by Bakan. 	 . • 

Gazzaniga (1971) provides Anectodal evidence that in 

generating emotional reaction, the right hemisphere is at . 

least on par with the left. One patient in whom the 

corpus callosum was cut reacted with smiles and laughter 

to a nude picture whether the picture was presented to the 

right or left hemisphere; although  when  it was ipresented 

••••,,, • 	,," 
n 	 . , • 



to the right hemisphere she could not verbally describe 

what she had seen, as she could when it was presented to 

the left. 

There are two possible ways in which hemispheric 

dominance may manifest itself: 

1. In any person's total psychological function- 
ing, one hemisphere may be relatively more 

' 	dominant than the other. (Bakan, 1971) 

If, .for example, the left hemishpere is mdre dominant, 

the particular individual is likely to be consistently 

more competent at verbal, analytical tasks than at tasks 

involving spatial patterning and musical abilities. Pre-

'sumably such individuals may also be relatively less 

emotional than those in whom the right hemisphere is more 

dominant. Persons in whom the right hemisphere is dom-

inant should be relatively better in spatial patterning 

and musical abilities than left-hemispheric persons. 

It has been customary to identify a given individual's 

dominant hemisphere by determining handedness, footedness, 

eye dominance, and so on. This is because each hemisphere 

receives input predominantly from the opposite side of the 

body, or in the case of vision, from the opposite visual 

field. However:Day (1967) and Duke (1968) report that 

during'face-to-face interviews, individuals have a ten-

dency to turn their eyes consistently in one hori .zontal• 

direction rather than the (5ther, making it posible to 

classify most people as left-movers or right-movers. 

Fakan (1971) proposes that direction of lateral eye  ' move-

ment  is an individual characteristic, in that it revealà 

the relatively more dominant hemisphere in any persOil's 

total psychological functioning, In support of this 

reasoning he finds that in comparing right-movers and 

left-movers, right-movers tend to have higher mathematical 

scores on the scholastic aptitude test, are more likely to 

chocise "hard" college majors, make carer choices earlier, 

and prefer "cooler" colors, while left-movers tend to have 
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more vivid imaginations, major in "soft" areas, and be 

more musical and more religious. 

2. Some stimuli may activate the left hemisphere 
more than the right, while other stimuli may 
activate the right hemisphere more than the 
left. 

Ongoing cognitive activity of a hemisphere may be re-

flected both by the electrical activity as detected by EEG 

(Doyle,  Ornstien, Galin, 1973), and by lateral gaze aver- 

sions in the opposite direction. Thus, Kocel, Galin, Orn- . 
stein, and Herrin (1972) found verbal and mathematical 
questions to elicit more eye movement to the right than 

spatial and musical questions. Kinsbourne (1972) found 

similar results. Kocel and her associates concluded that 

any tendency of an individual to move his eyes consistent-

ly in one direction, that is, to be e left-mover or a 

right-mover, is strongly modified  by  moment-to-moment cog-

nitive activity demanded by the question. )1lotional ques-

tions also seem to activate the right hemisphere more than 

the left, resulting in lateral gaze aversions to the left, 

(Schwartz, Davidson, Maer, and Bromfield, 1973). 

The Environmental Hypothesis 

The idea that the external environment of an individ- 
.. 

ual will effect.his behaviour has been employed repeatedly" . 

in .psychological studies.  • The association between late.ral 

gaze aversion and'physical environment may also be man. 	. 

ifested in two ways: 

1.  Différent  personalities may react differently 
to the same environmental setting. 

For example, a person having low self-esteem 'may . 

search for ways to leave an embarrassing situation, while 

a high self-esteem peson may not. Libby and Yaklevich 

(1973) found direction of lateral gaze aversion to reflect 

individual differences. Subjects  who  rated high on abase-

ment looked more often to the left and less often to the 

• 

, 	 r '` 



right than subjects low on abasement. They suggested that 

since a door was on the subject's left, the low self-

esteem person might have been attracted to it as an escape 

route; or it may have attracted eye gaze simply because it 

was a complex object useful for drawing the subjectts 

attention away from an uncomfortable situation. 	• 

2. The physical environment may be the main 
eeterminant of a response to particular 
stimuli, regardless of personality. 

Libby (1971) found that gaze aversions in the right-

left direction were related to the affective content of 

interview questions. Embarrassing questions elicited more 

eye movements to the left than nonembarrassing questions. 

Again, the door on the subject's left may have symbolized 

escape, or may have been the only object in the subject's 

visual field, thus attracting attention. The presence of 

an escape route or door on one side or the other has been 

further investigated by Myszka (personal communication, 

1974). 

Vertical Gaze Aversions 

Although vertical gaze aversions have received much 

less attention in studies of direction of look-aways than 

lateral gaze aversions, there'is no reason td.asume that 

they are  lés à important. There is evidence that vertical 

gaze aversions are related to cognitive demands. Libby 

(1971) reported that subjects tended to look up more when 

asked difficult questions as opposed to medium or easy . 

questions. In an attempt to replicate previous . findings 

involving lateral gaze aversions. , Ihrlichman, veiner and 

Baker (unpublished) found that their data revealed signif-. 

icant differences only in the vertical direction of eye 

movement. However, they did not take difficulty of the 

questions into consideration, a dimension, which, accord-

ing to Libby's findings, may have *affected their results. 

5 



• These .studies suggest the importance of employing the var-

iables of difficulty and up-down look-aways in any study 

in which a clear and accurate model Of ocular behaviour is 
.desired. 

•• 	Objectives of Present Study 

• . The major aim of the present research was to further 
study the hemispheric dominance hypothesis' and the envir- 

•nmental hypothesis. 

. Investigation of the hemispheric dominance hypothesis 

was undertaken by assessing the relative effects of ques-

tions representing three different dimensions upon ocular 

behaviour. These dimensions were: 

a) emotionality - embarrassing vs. nonembarrassing, 

0 cognition type - verbally oriented vs. spatially 
oriented, and 

0 cognition intensity - difficult vs. easy. 

The environmental hypothesis was approached bY intro-

ducing !'environmental complexity“, in the form of object 

location in the experimental setting, as a between sub-

jects variable. This made it possible to investigate the 

possibility that complexity in the visual field serves to 

draw an individual's attention away from an uncomfortable , 

situation. 	 • 

* If eye movement reflects the differential.demands 

made upon the two halves of the brain, and if emotion is 

largely a right hemisphere function, then embarrassing 

questions were expected to lead to more left gaze aversions 

than nonembarrassing questions. If effects of emotion are 

situationally dependent, direction of gaze avers ion  was 

expected to change with the relative complexity of the 	• 

• subject's environment on her right or left side. 

- According to the view that gaze aversions reflect 

cognitive demands, eye movement should be more leftward 

for spatially oriented questions ànd more rightward for. , 



yerbally orionted . questions, regardless of the situation. 

Of course, in view of the hemispheric dominance model 

which states that eye movement reveals an individual's 

more dominant hemisphere, it might be expected that sub-

jects emerge as right-movers and left-movers, regardless 

of the specific cognitive demands of the questions. 

• 	Cognition intensity was also expected to have an 

effect; More upward gaze aversions were expected in re-

sponse to difficult questions, as opposed to lateral gaze 

aversions in response to easy questions. 

Complexity in the environmental setting was varied 

across conditions. According to the environmental hypoth-

esis, more left gaze aversions were expected when the 

environment to  the  subject's left was more complex, and 

more right gaze aversions when the environment to the 

subject's right was more complex; and'an equal number of 

ieft-right gaze aversions or more gazes directed straight 

ahead when both sides were bare. Of course, the envir-

onmental situation would have no effect on gaze aversion 

if a strict hemispheric dominance hypothesis prevailed. 
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CHAPTER II 

METHOD 

• Subjects 

The subjects were sixty female UniveiTity of Windsor 

summer students, ranging in age from the late teens to the - 
fifties. Six of these sixty subjects were left-handed, 

with the following distribution of left-handed subjects 

across conditions: one in the first condition, in which a 

bookcase and wall picture were to the subject , s right; two 

in the second condition, in which the objects were on the 

subject's left; and three in the third condition in which 

the objects were absent. 

Questions 

Forty-eight questions, designed to tap the dimensions 

of emotion, cognition type, and cognition intensity, were 

selected to be experimental questions. Specifically, half 

the questions were embarrassing, and half nonembarrassing; 

half were verbally or language oriented, and half were - 

spatially oriented; and half were.difficult and half easy. 

Therefore, there were eight different types of questions, 

with six questions of each type. 

The search for questions to represent the various 

dimensions began with a review of questions used by pr&r-

ious investigators. Although this did provide a uteful 

supply of questions and also of examples of questions, it 

seems that many of thote used in other studies simply did ' 

not represent the required dimensions as well as they 

might have. For example, 211rlichman, Weiner, and Baker 

(unpublished) labelled the following questions as verbal: 

8 
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"Briefly, what is the meaning of this common 
.proverb: A rolling stone gathers no moss", 
and 

"What word is this the best definition of: 
A yellow elongated fruit". 

•Although these questions do have a verbal aspect, it 

seemed possible that they might also have a spatial aspect, 

equally strong. 

To avoid such ambiguities, an imagery scale (Paivio, 

Yuille, and Madigan, 1968) was consulted to determine the 

imagery of the words used in the questions that were being 

considered for the present study. Careful thought and 

selection resulted in a list of 128 questions from which 

forty-eight experimental questions could be chosen. 

The final choice of these forty-eight experimental 

questions was based on pilot tests and ratings. The 

initial 128 questions were presented to ten pilot subjects 

and their responses were timed. These subjects were then 

asked to . rate each of the questions on three semantic 

differential . scales, (see Appendix A). These ratings in- 

dicated each pilot subject's perception of the emotionality,•

cognition type and cognition intensity of each question. 

For the question to be retained as an experimental question, 

. it had to be rated within two scale.points . of the extreme 

it was*intended to represent by seven out of ten pilet  

subjects. For example, for a question to be considered 

embarrassing, it had to obtain a one or a two on a seven 	. 

point scale with "embarrassing" at the low end of the 

scale, at least seven times. 

An additional criterion was employed in choosing 

questions to represent the dimension of cognition intensity. 

Ilere . it was also•x'equired that  the  response time of seVen 

out of ten of the pilot subjects exceeded seven seconds. 

The forty-eight experimental questions are listed 

in Appendix B. 

• 
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Apparatus 

The experiment took place in a simple 10 1  11 ,1  

x 19 0  10"  room in which plain curtains hung on the two 

walls that were to the subjectls right and left. Two 
doors led into the room, one on each side at the back. 
The subject entered through the door that was to the 

» left of the chair in which she sat; she was also aware 

thàt the expérimentera entered through the door on the 

right. 

However, the subject was seated so that both doors 

were behind her and out of her field of vision. Further, 

in case she turned her head, she was prevented from 

seeing either door by a screen that'stood in back of the 

. chair in which she sat. 
•

Three experimental conditions were set up. In 

the first condition, the physical environment of the 

experimental setting included a book-case and a rather 

complex picture, "Hallucinogenic Toreador", by Salvador 

Dal', on the subjects! right, with no such objects on 

the subject's left; in the second condition, these 

objects were on the . subjectls left only; In the third 
. 	. 

condition, these objects were reMoved from the room, . 

so that the subjects! phySical environment was . plain and 

balanced on the right and left. 

Directly in front of the subject's chair was 

• the chair in which the interviewer sat. Behind the 	' 

interviewer's chair was a table which held. a Sony•Video-

corder camera, Model AVC-34000, concealed behind the grill ' 

of a 26 1'  •DC 10" loudsp'eaker cabinet. A video-recorder 	' 

• Sony Videocorder, Model AV-3650, which was just outside 

the room, recorded the ocular behaviour of the subject. 

A Sony transister Video Monitor,'Model CMV-1101.T, 	• 
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Connectéd to the camera waà also in the room,  but  was-
placed out of sight of the subject behind the speaker 
cabinet, with . the one exceptiOn noted below. 

•Procedure 

The experiment was in the form of a structured - 
interview with each subject. Each subject was asked 

fifty-four  questions, the firSt six of whi.ch  were pres-
ented in a fixed order and were intended to accustom the 
subjedt to the interview  procedure. The forty-eight 

eXperimental questions were presented in a different, . 

randomized order to each subject, with the restriction 
that not  more  than three  questions  of one kind appeared 
together. 

• The experiment was.carried out by two graduate 

student experimenters, a twenty-fiVe year old male, and 

a twentyrfour year old female. The male experimenter 

met the . subject and introduced her to the experimental 

procedure. He explained that he was helping the second 
experimenter carry out her research, which involved 

testing different interview techniques. The subject was 

told that she was not personally being evaluated in any 

way; rather, that she was being asked to.evaluate a . 

 particular type of interview; which in her case was a - 

face-to-face interview situation. 

• The subject was then informed that the camera 

was inside the loudspeaker cabinet and that the interview 

would be recorded. To inform her as•to exactly what in-
formation the experimenters were receiving „from  the  

camera, she was shown her picture on the monitor, which 

was brought out from'behind the loudspeaker cabinet for • 

a moment for that purpose. The subject was assured that 

the tape would be erased once it wa.s reviewed for any 

information that might be useful in studying the interview 
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situation. She .1.a•s informed that the camera was not in 

full view so that it would not be too distracting for her, 

especially since she was to look at the interviewer rather 

than the camera during the questioning. 

The male experimenter then went on to explain the 

interview procedure. The subject was told that she would 

be asked questions, some of which would seem personal 

and possibly embarrassing, and some of  whih would be dif-

ficult. She was informed that she did not have to answer 

any question that she did not wish to answer. She was 

also told that many of the questions had no one correct 

answer. Just before leaving the room, the male experimen-

ter told the subject that she would be asked to fill out 

a rating scale after the interview. 

At this point, the female experimenter, (the 

interviewer) entered the room and introduced herself to 

the subject. She then gave the subject the following, 

more detailed instructions for the interview procedure: 

"First of all, I would like you to make 
yourself as comfortable as possible and - 
then remain in that position throughout 
the interview. That's just so that your 
head doesn't move too much to the left 
and right so that you stay in view of 

• the camera. 	 • . . 
• 

"Secondly, I'd like you  to  speak loudly 
and clearly, and I'll try to do the same 
thing because I can ask each question 
.only once. I cannot repeat any question. 
Perhaps it would be helpful to think of 
me as a machine that says the question 
once and cannot say it again. 

"Although there is no time limit, please 
try to answer each question as soon as 
you can»  and ds briefly as you can. 
«Again, if you feel you cannot or should 
not answer a particular question - just 
say so - that will be allright." 



"If there'is more than one part to an 
answer, for instance, if I should ask you 
to list a number of things, I would like 
you to try and think of the whole answer 
first before you speak, rather than pausing 
and speaking and pausing and speaking. In 
general, though, just listen to the ques-
tion, think it over and then answer to the 
best of your ability. 

"There is one more thing that is rather 
important. I want you to look at me while 
I am asking a question. I don't care 
where you look during your answer, that's 
up to you. But during the question, that's 
all during the time I'm speaking, I'd like 
you to be looking directly at me. And once 
you finish your answer, I won't begin a new 
question until you look at me again. 

"Okay. That's all I have to  sa  y before • e 
begin. Do you have any questions about the 
procedure? 	then we will begin. 
There are six warm-up questions first and 
if they go smoothly, we'll just continue with 
the other questions without a break." 	- 

If there were any questions the experimenter 

answered them, keeping as close as possible to the pre-

ceding script, but satisfying herself that the subject 

understood the procedure. 

- 	' During the interview, the interviewer followed a 

consistent procédure for her *own eye movements. The 

questions were written on index cards, which'the inter-

viewer used to identify the question to be asked next. 

Each question was memorized by the interviewer, so that 

after looking down at the cards to identify it, she made 

eye contact with the subject, and Continued eye contact , 

throughout the questicin and through the subject's response. 

After the interview, the subject was taken into 

. another room where she was carefully debriefed by the 

female experimenter (the interviewer). The debriefing 

involved telling the subect more about the research and 

why it was being conducted, and responding to questions 
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and comments bY the subject. After the debriefing, the 

subject was asked to rate each of the forty-eight ques-

tions on a semantic differential.scale, assessing the 
subject's perception of the relative emotionality, cog-

nition type, and cognition intensity of the questions. 

(See Appendix A). This provided three dependent variables 

which will be referred to as emotionality rating,  cog-

nition type rating, and cognition intensity rating. 

?rom the videotape, trained observers recorded 

each subject's ocular response to each question, by 

tràcing the direction of her first eye movement after 

the initial eye contact made with the interviewer at the 

beginning of the question. The observers traced the eye 

movement in a one inch circle divided into eight sections. 

(See Appendix C). 

These ocular response scoreS were classified 

into the . following categories: 

• 1. Maintains: Score 1 if the subject maintained 
eye contact throughout the dur-
ation of the question and her 

• response; score 0 if she did 
• .•• 	not; 

2. Directional response in vertical plane: 
Score 1 if subject's first eye 
movement after initial contact 	. 
is up; -1 if don;  0 if neither 
occured; • • 

Directional response in horizontal plane; 
• Score 1 if first eye movement 

after initial contact is to the 
right; -1 if to the left; 0 if .  

• neither occured; 	• • 

	

4. Closed: 	Score 1 if subject's first 
• ocular•behavior after initial 

contaciwas to close her eyes; • 
• score 0 if not. 

• Eote that scores in the vertical plane were not 

mutually  exclusive  of•those in thp horizontal plane.  

, ,"•••-•"...xxitestrapturtylrmezerayiemmeremeatvv....knire-17.;z•nn•ft*.I'vrM.  mr1•7"ee:', r.e le.I'llrt"eenre l.":" ".'"",""*":""`""1";`Y44'"'""""”"?`"-".'""r' 



Rather . a directional response was coded as either up or 

down, unless it was directly in the right or left plane, 
and as right or left unless it was directly up or down. 

Scores for the dependent variables were summed • 

over the six questions within each of the eight blocks 

of questions, providing each subject with eight sets of 

*scores. There were seven dependent variables in each 

Of the eight sets, formed as follows: 

1. Maintains: Sum of the maintains scores. 
Possible score range: 0-6, 

• where 0 indicates no maintains 
at all, and 6 indicates that 
eye contact was maintained on 
each question; 

2. Ups-Downs: Sum of the up and down scores. 
Possible score range: -6 to 6, 
where - 6 indicates all downs 
and 6 indicates all ups; 

3, Right-Left: Sum of the right and left 
scores. *Possible score range, 
-6 to 6, where -6 indicates all 
lefts, and 6 indicates all 
rights; 

Closed: 	Sum of the closed scores.  Possi- 
ble score .range:.' 0-6,• where,.Q.: ,  • 
indicates 'no eye , closures and 6 • 
indicates c]osure on each. question; 

Emotional Rating: .  Possible score- range: 6-42 
where 6 indicates all • questions 
were extremely embarrassing and 
42 indicates all questions were 
extremely nonembarrassing; 

Cognition Type Rating: Possible score range: 
6-42, where 6 indicates all. 
questions  •were extremely verbal 
and 42 Undicates all questions 
were extremely spatial; • 

• 
7. Cognition Intensity Rating: Possible score 

range; 6-42, •where 6 indicates 
all ouestions were extremely'easy 
and 4-2 indicates all questions 	. 
were extremely difficult. 

rovnee e•eer •-nle.......,..,"•••••••.......1.e.`,,,,rwn.e•-•- • e• 
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:Four observers:Àvere used to record the ocular 

responses for ali sixty subjects. The first two obser-

vers scored together until they had scored at least ten 

. subjects and : until theY agreed on at least fortythree 

out orforty-eight scores on five consecutive sCoring 

atteMpts. These trained observers then repeated the same 

procedure with the other two observers. Checks were 

made regularly to insure continued agreement.. 
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CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

The effects of questions and object location 

ûpon subjects' behaviour was analysed by means of 

analyses of variance, with three levels orpicture loc- 
. 
ation (right, left, and no picture) as a between-subject 

faCtor; and two levels each of the three within subjects 

factors, all of which concerned classifications of the 

questions. These within subjects factors were: 

1. emotionality - embarrassing vs, nonembarras-
sing questions; 

2. cognition type - verbal'vs, spatial questions, 
and. 

cognition intensity - easy vs. difficult 
questions. 

The dependent variables were of two kinds: 

1. Ratings of semantic qualities of questions 
to assess validity of question type, (three 
variables); and 	. 

2. Ocular behaviour, (four  variables). 

• 	Table  1  gives the results for the seven separate 

analyses of variance conducted upon the seven dependent 

variables. Table 2 gives the means corresponding to ' 

each significant analysis of variance component fdr.  the 

same seven variables. Each table is divided into two 

sections corresponding to the two  different kinds of 

dependent veriables. Each kind of dependent variable 

will be discussed in turn. 

17 
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• Four obServers were used to record the ocular 
- reèponses for all sixty subjects.. The first two obser-

vers scored together until they had scored at least ten 

subjects, and until they agreed .on at least forty-three 

out of forty-eight scores on five-conàecutive scoring 
attempts. These trained observers- thenrepeated the same 

procedure with the other two observers. Checks were 

made regularly to insure continued agreemérit 



CHAPTER III 

RESULTS 

The effects of questions and object location 

upon subjects' behaviour was analysed by means of 

analyses of variance, with three levels of picture  lo c .- 

C ation  (right, left, and no picture) as a between-subject 

factor; and two levels each of the three within subjects 

. factors, all of which concerned classifications of the 

questions. These within subjects factors were: 

embarrassing vs. nonembarras-
sing questions; 

- verbal vs , spatial suestions, 
and. 

3. cognition intensity - easy vs. difficult 
questions. 

The dependent variables were of two kinds: 

1. Ratings of semantic qualities of questions 
to assess validity of question type, (three 
variables); and 

2. Ocular behaviour, (four variable).  

Table I gives the results for the seven separate 

analyses of variance conducted upon the seven dependent 

'•  variables. Table 2 gives the means corresponding to ' 

each significant analysis of variance component  or the 

same seven variables. Each table is divided into two 

sections corresponding to the two different kinds of 

° dependent  variables.  Each kind of dependent variable 

will be discussed in turn. 

1. emotionality - 

2. cognition type 
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-enbarrassing 	 1 .21.c0 	2c.09 	21.91 	1.14 	- .78 	.68 	.01 

1Y: 	Right-Verbal 	 e6.24 	17.39 	19.6::, 	1.65 	-..94 	-.94 	.0 

-Spatial 	 30.01 	31.67 	18.C5I 	2.25 	-1.73 	-.SO 	.0 

Left-Verbal 	 . 28.53 	16.25 	19.6: 	1.38 	-1.C5 	-.58 	.09 

• -Spatial 	 ' 	130.66 	31.70 	16.75 	1.54 	-..53 	-.93 	.19 
I 

 None-Ftrbal 	• 	.27. 6 4 	19.39 	21.13 	1.18 	-1.13 	.31 	.01 

•
I 

-Spatial 	 127.99 	34 .010 	19 - 21 	1.31 	- .50 	.90 	.04 

Zir: 	Sonemot1ona1 77erta1 	 32.56 	14.63 	19.30 	1.48 	-1.25 	-.25 	.35 

	

-Spatial 	33.64 	35.00 	16.32 	1.96 	-1.18 	7.30 	.05 

- 	ZUotIonal7Verta1. 	 23.72 	20.72 	20.93 	1.32 	7 .84 	-.52 	.04 

	

-Spatial 	25.27 	30.18 	19.(r- 	1.4! 	- .66 	-.25 	.10 

/D: 	Right-Zany 	28.61 	26.03 	15.4:- 	2.50 	-2.11 	-.28 	.0•

. ..Difficult 	 29.64 	23.01 	22.20 	1.40 	- .55 	- . 86 	.0 

left-Zasy 	 29,84 	26.30 	14 .93 	1.75 	-1.36 	-.49 	.18 

• iwifficult 	29.36 	21.65 	21.43 	1.16 	- .21 -1.01 	.10 

- 	Foue-Ziay 	27.00 	28.75 	16.2 0 	1.91 	-1.79 	.38 	.0 

-Difficult 	- 	28.63 	25.04 	23.1C 	.56 	- .16 	' 	.84 	.01 

ZD: 	ZonemotIonal- 2any 	 152.67 	26.57 	15.03 	2.53 	-2.44 	.01 	.05 

	

-Difficult 	33.73 	23.06 	22.61 	.92 	-..03 	-.59 	.03 

• Enotiona1-2any 	 '124.30 	27.50 	18.C2 	1.58 	-1.07 	-.67 	.07 
1 

• ' 	-Difficult 	!24.68 	23.41 	21.69 	1,18 	- 	.43 	-.10 	.CS 

VD: , 	Verbal-asy 	• 	. 	128.99 	19.83 	16.01 	1.92 	-1.62 	-.42 	.04 

: ...Difficult 	29.28 	15.53 	24.22 	.88 	- .26 	-.38 	.03 

Spatial-Zany 	129.97 	34.24 	15.10 	2.19' 	-1.69 	-.24 	.02 

-Difficult 	129.13 	:0.94 	20.27 	1.21 	-..14 	-.31 	.08 
-7 	  

EVD: 	ronerCzarrassing. 	. 	 I 

Verbal-any 	 • 	32.03 	16.85 	14:08 	2.30 	-2.36 	.-.07 	.03 

-Difficult 	133.06 	12.40 	24.521 	,67 	,- .06 	- .-50 	.02 
I 

Spat 1 a1 -113y 	 03.30 	36.25 	11.98 	2.75 	-2.50 	-.08 	.07 

-Difficult 	,34.38 	33.72 	20.70 	1.17 	- .15 ‘-.68' 	.03 

Zubarransing 
I 

Verbal-Zany 	 i21.95 	22.80 	11.93 	1.53 	-1.25 	-.77 	.05 

' 	-Difficult 	125.48 	12.65 	23.93k 	1.10 	- 	.43 	-.27 	.03 
Spatial-.1asy 	• 	 26.65 	32.20 	18.22 ' 1.63 	- -.88 	-.57 	.oe 
" 	-Difficult 	 23.88 28.17 	19.85 - 	1.25 	-  •13 	.07  

	

. 	. 
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•Ratings of Semantic Qualities of Questions 

The major purpose of the ratings was to determine 

whether or not the experimental questions successfully 

represented the intended dimensions of emotion, cognition 

type, and cognition intensity. That is, were the questions 

classified as embarrassing, actually perceived as more 

embarrassing by the subjects? Were the questions defined 

as  verbal and as spatial so distinguished by the subjects? 

• Similarly, were the questions labelled as easy rather than 

difficult actuallY perceived in that manner by the subjects? 

• As the first section of Table I shows, the results 

confirm the accuracy of the classification of the questions. 

More detailed informatiOn on these effects is found in 

Table 2. For emotionality ratings, the .effect of emotion-

ality is significant at well beyond the .0001 level. ".11en 

average emotionality ratings for each question were com-

puted and ranked, twenty of the twenty-four questions 

. ranked by subjects as more embarrassing were among the 

questions originally classified as more embarrassing. 

For ratings of cognition type, the effect of 

cognition type'is also significant beyond the .0001 level. 

When average verbal-spatial ratings for each question were 

computed and ranked, twenty-two of the twenty-four ques-

tions ranked by the subjects as More spatial han verbal 

were among the questions originally classified'as more 

6patial. 

For.ratings of cognition intensity, the . difficulty 

effect is again significant beyond the .0001 level. 'hen 

average ratings for this dimension were computed and 

ranked, seventeen,  out of the twenty-four questions ranked 

by the subjects as more difficult were among the ones 

• originally claSsified as more difficult. It will be 

recalled that for . this dimension only, in addition to the 

pilot subjects' ratings, average response times were 

used as a.criterion in choosing the questions. 
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Although the questions were classified success-

fully, the ratings of the questions yielded some important 

surprises. Questions classified as different in terms of 

one of the three dimensions often differed.significantly, 

though not as strongly, in terms of one or more of the 

other two dimensions. There were also some significant . 

interactions. In view of the careful selection of ques-

tions for this study, taking particular pains to avoid 

.apparent ambiguities in the work of other investigators, 

theSe effects will be taken into account in the interpre-

'tation of significant affects upon ocular variables, 

which are of primary interest in the study. 

Ocular Behaviour 

The second section of Table I  reveals a number 

of interesting main and interaction effects of the indep-

endent variables upon ocular behavior. Once again, these 

effects are detailed in Table 2. 

The location of the bookcase and wall picture 

had no main effect on the subjects' ocular behaviour. 

Contrary to the environmental hypothesis, complexity in 

the environment, then, did not directly account for any 

•ignificant differences in ocular behaviour. 

Emotionality of the questions affected three of 

the variables; maintains, up-downs, and closures. 

Su'bjects maintained eye contact significantly less when 

the questions were embarrassing than when they were non-

embarrassing (p<.001). Although Subjects tended.to  close 

their eyes very infrequently,.they did close their eyes 

significantly more during the 'embarrassing questions 

than during the nonembarrassing questions (p4.05). These 

results do not seem surprising in view of what embarrassed 

behaviour is thought to involve in our culture. It does 

seem surprising that subjects tended to look do•n more 
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during  the nenembarrassing questions (p<.025). This 

seems reasonable, however, when the cognitive intensity 

ratings are examined.- subjects rated the embarrassing 

questions as more difficult than the nonembarrassing 

questions. (p.<.001). 

Contrary to the hemispheric dominance view held 

by such investigators as Kocel and her associates (1972) 

and Kinsbourne (1972), emotionality of the questions had 

po main effect on horizontal gaze aversions. That is, 

the present data does not support the view that the right 

hemiàphere is dominant for emotionality and will be 

activated by emotional questions thus producing leftward 

movements of the eye. 

. Cognitive type affected only one of the four 

ocular variables, maintains. Contrary to the hemispheric 

dpminance hypothesis, it failed to affect lateral gaze 

• aversions, nor did it affect vertical gazes or closures. 

• Subjects maintained eye contact more during the 

spatial questions than during the verbal questions (p<.025). 

Perhaps this result may be at least partially explained 

by the fact that spatial questions were rated as signif-

icantly more easy than verbal questions (p‹.001). 

- 	The failure to find verbal-spatial effects in 

right minus left scores seemed to require further analysis 

since some investigators (eg. Gur,-Gur, and Harris, unpub-

lished) have suggested that under  th q conditions of the 

present experiment, in which the interviewer was face-to- 

. face with the subject, subjects would consistantly look 

to the right or to the left about Seventy-five per .cent 

of the time. 

If this left-mover or tight-mover dichotomy were . 

to hold for the present subjects, it might help to clarify 

the absence of question cognition type upon right-left 

scores. Mlen the right-left scores are summed over all . . 

questions for each subject and arranged in a frequency 

• 

rre-Irce;...,,....me•eveteitemoilit,irka.*.neulluvrrm..pmr,,mirnrretuarnr.......ead...K.mattraweelitvrePrntreerlir. leie3.9eMeern, 



distribution, the distribution is similar to a normal 
curve. (See Table 3). Thus, it is clear that the sub-
jects in this study cannot be classified into right and 
left movers. 

Cognitive intensity affected two of the -ocular 
variables, maintains, and vertical gazé aversions. 

. 	Although over all the questions there were sig- 

nificantly more downward looks than upward looks (p<.005), 

there were more upward looks for difficult questions than 

for easy questions (p<.0001). This is consistant with 

Libby (1971). Also subjects maintained eye contact more 

when the questions were easy (p<.0001). Since, when 

subjects looked away, they looked more frequently down 

than up, one might expect more downward looks to result 

from difficult questions, for which there were more gaze 

aversions (less maintains). Obviously, such was not the 

case.  Thus the data strongly supports the notion that 

question difficulty leads to upward looks. 

The above. main effects must, of course, be con-

sidered in light of the interaction affects on ocular 

behaviour. There were significant interactions for all 

six two-way interactions: 	• . 	. 

1. Location of objects with emotionality (LE), • 

• 2. Location of objects with cognition type (LV), 

• 3. Emotionality with cognition type (..f.v), 

4. Location of objects with cognition intensity (LD), 

5. 3motiona1ity with cognition intensityl2D), 

6. Cognition type with . cognition intensity (VD). 	' 

There was one three-way  interaction  involving emotionali:ty, 

cognition type and cognition intensity (2;n). 

Although location of objects in the subjects' 

enVironment did not directly affect ocular behayiour, it • 

did interact with each of the other'independent variables, 

‘er 
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Class Interyal Frequency 

16 
14 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
0 
2 

•••••••••n•• 

n•••••nn••• 

• 

-6 
--8  
-10 
-12 
-14 

Total 60 

24 	• 

TABLE3 

FreqUency Distribution Of Right-Left Scores Summed 
Over All Questions for Zach Subject 

	

17 	1 

	

15 	0 
13 

	

11 	0 

	

9 	2
•7 	2 

	

5 	4 

	

3 	9 
• 1 	15 
- 1 	18 
- 3 	4 

	

-5 	1 

	

-7 	2 
- 9 	.1 
-11 
-13 1 

, 	 . . 
. 	 . 

% ..........., 
- '' , ••••• e .t, . 	,......,..e .. nnn• .n...n• nn••...nm ell,. ta•-n••,•reureyowerb* 	 le,......W*1••••••••••,1,. ,, ,, ,IVI-Œ-..- • ' rn .̀.-  
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emotionality, cognition type and cognition intensity to 

produce Significant effects. non object location inter-
acts with cognition type, the results show%that when the 
objects are on their right, subjects look down more during 
the spatial questions, but when the objects are on the 
left or absent, there are more downward looks during ver-

bal questions. This effect, significant at the .025 

level, was not expected. 

The interaction involving object location and cog-

nition intensity was also unexpected. It too was sig-

nifiCant at the .025 level. Although subjects maintained 

eye contact more during the easy questions than during the 

difficult questions, this difference was significantly 

greater when the objects were on the right. 

The third interaction involving object location 

was with emotionality. It *did not affect any of the four 

ocular variables; but rather two of the rating variables, 

emotionality ratings and the cognition intensity ratings. 

When there are no objects on either right or left, the 

embarrassing questions were rated more difficult and 

embarrassing than in any other condition; and the nonemb- 

. arrassing questions were rated less difficult and embar-

rassing then in any other condition. These effects were 

Significant at the .025 level. . 
. 	• 

• 

Emotionality interacted with two factors, cogni-

tion type and cognition intensity to produce significant 

effects. When emotionality interacted with cognition 

type, the results show that subjects maintained eye •con-

tact significantly more during . the spatial question 

priMarily when the questions wei.e nonembarrassing (p‹.05) ..  

This interaction effect between emotionality and cognition 

type is consistent with the fact that noneMbarrassing 

spatial questions were rated by the subjects as more 

spatial than embarrassing spatial questions; and the main 

-"4%.',,,a•••••rwire.,....,-e.nrcarror.“er..,.....1,,,17•reon•••••"•••••• n•••+•••rrêtrttnte•mme.re,nr•WrIvtin--e-Mr•se•-•.•."•ree•,..,•,....•±.....•••• n,...^.",,,... 
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• effects show that subjects maintained eye contact more 

during spatial questions. 

Emotionality interacted with cognition intensity 

to produce highly significant effects on three of the four 

ocular dependent variables. They were maintains, up-downs, 

and rights-lefts. The interaction between emotionality 

and cognition intensity on maintains produced an effect 

similar to that of emotionality and cognition type. That 

. is, the subjects maintained eye contact more during the 

easy questions than during the difficult questions mainly 

when the questions were nonembarrassing (p<.0001). Here 

again the siezlificant difference seems to be within the 

nonembarrassing questions'. The ratings of the questions 

again support this effect - there was a significantly 

greater difference in the difficulty ratings of the easy 

and difficult questions when the questions were nonembar-

rassing than when they were embarrassing. Thus, the main 

• effect of cognition intensity on maintains--that subjects 

maintain eye contact more during easy questions  -'must be 

qualified. The effect is particularly strong when the 

questions are not emotional. 

These same two independent variables, emotionality 

and  cognition intensity, interacted to produce an effect 

on dependent variable, ups-downs,at the .00b1 level. Once 

agàin the main effect of cognition type on the..vertical 

gaze aversions seems to take place within the nonembarras-

sing questions. That is, subjects look down more during 

• easy questions and up more during difficult questions if 

the questions are nonembarrassing. ' This is consistent 

with the previously noted fact.that the easy questions 

were rated more difficult when the questions were nonembar-

rassing - taken together with the main effect that people 

look up relatively more for difficult questions. 

• The effects of the interaction between emotionality 

'` • 	 - 	• 
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and cognition intensity upon latei'al gaze aversions did 

not follow the same pattern as it did with the two prev-

iously mentioned dependent variables. It is especially 

intriguing as it is the only effect in the whole study 

upon lateral gaze aversions, the main focus of the entre 

study. Here, it appears that when the questions were 

nonembarrassing, subjects looked to the left more when 

the questions were difficult; but when the questions wer • 

embarrassing, they looked to the left more when the ques-

'tions.were easy (p<.005). This highly significant finding 

does not support either viewpoint of the hemispheric dom-

inance hypothesis. Instead, it draws our attention 

clearly to the fact that question difficulty is a crucial 

mediator of the effectS of question emotionality upon lat-

eral gaze aversion. It suggests that emotionality and 

difficulty may combine to produce anxiety, and that later- 

al eye movements may reflect the classic Yerkes-Dodson (1908) 

curvilinear' relationship between problem involvement and 

anxiety. That is, easy nonembarrassing questions are 

insufficiently motivating; difficult embarrassing questions 

are overwhelmingly debilitating; but either easy embarras-

sing or difficult nonembarrassing Questions produce 

active involvement and maximal problem solving. Could it 

be that left-looking during an interview - reflects'that . 

moderate degree of . anxiety associated with efficient pro-

blem solving? 

The final significant interaction was a three way 

interaction between emotionality, cognition «type and cog-

nition intensity (p<.0001). It affects only one of the 

seven dependent variables, the emotionality ratings. 

Embarrassing questions are rated'as especially embarrass- • 

ing when they are also verbal and easy. This finding 

again points to the importance of controlling questions 

for relevant dimensions in studies of this kind. 
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DISCUSSION 

The study'casts a fresh light on research concern-

ing the effects of different kinds of questions upon 

ocular behaviour. Its most important finding concerns 

the pervasive effects of question difficulty.' More dif-

ficult questions clearly produce more upward looking than 

easy questions - a finding that appears independently of 

the equally important finding that people simply maintain 

less eye contact in response to difficult  question.  Both 

these findings strongly support earlier results reported 

by Libby (1971). 

The results for cognitive intensity appear sin- . 
gularily important in view of the fact that other inves-

tigators (Znrlichman, Weiner and Baker, unpublished; Gur 

Gur and Barris, unpublished; Kinsbourne, 1972; Kocel, 

Galin, Ornstein and •errin, 1972) have not secured cog-

nitive intensity ratings from their subjects and report 

effects due to a priori judgement of . question dimension. 

In fact,. as the ratings in this study  show,I difficulty 
interacts with other dimensions - such interactions could 

accciunt for much of the interactive effects of question 

dimension upon the ocular variables reported in their 

studies. Specifically, cognitive intensity interacted 

with emotionality and with cognitive type to affect main-

tainance of eye contact, and other variables.. These. . 

effects would be difficult to explain without knowledge 

of the relationshiPs among ratings. 

The results for question emotionality are also of 

interest, supporting earlier findings by 3;x1ine, Gottheil, 

Paredes, and Winklemeier (1968), and Libby (1971), that - 

embarrasing questions, too intimate for the quality of a 

28 
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relationship, lead to less eye contact. Moreover, the 

results raise the interesting issue that subjects may 

respond to the situation in a cognitive, as well as emot-

ional way, and that the cognitive dimension may prevail 

upon ocular behaviour. Specifically the embarrassing 

questions were rated as more difficult and produced more 

upward, rather than downward looks - contrary to  suggest- 

ions made by Tpmkins and McCarter (1964) and Goffman (1956 ) 

 that'embarrassment provokes feelings' of 'shame and resUlts 

indOwnward looks. This May be se in other 'circumstances, 

but apparently not under the conditions of the present . 

study. - : 

. 	The third main finding that spatial questions 

result in more maintainence of eye contact may also be 

partially explained by the fact that the spatial questions 

were rated easier; but of course, it is possible that it is 

easier to visualize spatial effects than to formulate 

verbal responses while looking in the eyes of another - an 

hypothesis which requires further investigation. 

The fact that the condition in which the objects 

were located to the right of the subject lead to more 

downward looks on spatial questions and to a greater 

cognition intensity effect on maintainence of eye contact. 

than the other two  condition  à is difficult to explain. 

It. dOes seem strong enough to merit further investigation. 

The curvilinear interpretation of the emotionality 

by cognitive intensity interaction upon lateral eye move-

ments seem to be a major consideration and may well be.the 

most important finding of the study if verified by, . 

future research. When questions were easy the straight-

forward results obtained by other investigators (Libby, 

1971; Schwartz, Davidson, Maer, and Bromfield, 1973) 

were replicated. That is, embarrassing questions produced 

more left looking than nonembarrassing questions. But 

when questions were difficult the opposite effect occured. 



Thus, the similarity to the Yerkes-Dodson anxiety curve 
comes to mind. •Easy, nonembarrassing  questions and dif-
ficult, embarrassing questions may represent extremes of 
too little and too much anxiety for effective performance. 

easy and embarrassing, 

7 may  correspond  to 

Future -research -then, 

should explore whether right-left looking reflects too 

little, just enough . or .  too much involvement in the  int-

erview  situation.  • 

One interesting finding in this study serves to 

confirm an implicit working assumption in our society. 

That is, an interview in which it is desirable that the 

questions be embarrassing and difficult as possible for 

the interviewee, should take place in. a bare room. In 

this study when the room was bare, (objects absent), 

embarrassing questions were rated as more embarrassing 

and more difficult than the embarrassing questions in 

either of the other two conditions. This is consistent 

with the fact that police interrogations almost always 

take place in bare . or scarcely furnished rooms. 

The remaining two combinations - 

and  difficult and nonembarraSsing 

interMediate degrees of anxiety., 

• • 	Since none of the independent variàbles provided 

any effects on lateral gaze aversions that support either 

view of the hemispheric dominance hypothesis it is 

interesting to consider some reasons why this study may 

not have been ideal in obtaining such results. Firstly, 

Baken (1971) states that women  are more  likely than men 

to avert their eyes in both directions; therefore, women 

'are *not as easily divided into right-movers and left-

movers. Eaken warns that it is more difficult to find 

differences between female right and left Movers than 

•between male right and left movers. Thus, the ract that 

the'present study used only female subjects may .  account 

-*"e'''''',"e"....wpr•,.......~.....7......t.exewrg.ec ^c.•reuvrtmeigeestilfr"•-..reePelrenteerjrerrerMr,nr=7 	4  'enns  A"N"  



for the lck of replication. However, if it is so that 

there are such great differences between the sexes in 

hemispheric lateralization, studies based on these dif-

ferences may prove a fruitful course to follow in study-

ing the mysteries of the human brain. 

Secondly, Gur, aur and Harris (unpublished) have 

provided evidence that question content will not deter-

mine eye movement in a face-to-face situation, but only 

in a situation in which the subject is not interacting 

face-to-face with the interviewer. The interview, in the 

present study was, of course, face-to-face, and this 

might account for the lack of support for this view of 

the hemispheric dominance hypotheis. However, the same 

investigators also state that during a face-to-face 

Interview,  subjects will move their eyes  cons istantly' in 

one direction regardless of the demands made upon the 

brain, thus emerging into right-movers and left-movers. 

This study does not support that finding although here 

again it must be pointed out that these investigators 

employed male subjects, while the subjects in the present 

study were female. 

A third possible reason why no significant 

results involving lateral gaze aversions were found might 

involve the fact that six of the.sixty subjects were 

left-handed. In.general, it seems - that left-handers are 

less well lateralized than right-handers (Kinsbourne 1972); 

therefore, it is more difficult to find consistent dif-

ferences in the lateral eye movements of left-handed people. 

However, it is imporbable that the.small number of left-

handed people in this study could have eliminated any 

effect that question • ontent might have had ron  the data, . 

or any emergence of the subjects into right-movers and 

left-movers. This consideration becomes even more  un-

acceptable in the light of the previously mentioned study 

by  Our, Gur, and Harris (unpublished). They obtained 
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significant differences between right and left eye move-

ments even though seventeen out of forty-nine of their 

subjects were left-handed. 

Certainly there is reason for further, more 

refined research in the study of ocular behaviour. This 

study suggests two possible methods of improvement. 

Firstly, investigators should take cognition intensity 

(difficulty of question) into account when designing or 

choosing their questions. There seems to be no doubt 

that  question difficulty will influence ocular response, 

either directly or by interacting with other independent 

variables. 

Secondly, perhaps investigators should obtain the 

subjects' ratings of the questions; this information 

would indicate to the experimenters just how successfully 

they had choosen their questions to represent the intended 

dimensions. Ideally, this type of research should contin-

ually be searching for "pure questions; that is, ques-

tions that are rated byssubjects as significantly different 

in terms of one dimension, and one dimension only. More 

concern for the questions used could only lead to more 

accurate interpretations of the effects of question 

content upon ocular behaviour. 	. 



APPENDIX A 

SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIAL'SCALES 

Instructions: "Here is a list of the questions I asked 

you, (subjects were given a list of the 

questions), although they arè not in the 

Pame order as they were during the interview, I would like 

you to'rate each question on each of these three scales; 

that is, whether it was easy or difficult, embarrassing 

or nonembarrassing, and verbal or spatial. That means 

you'll be rating each question three different times, so 

that you'll have three circled numbers across each row. 

(The experimenter, continually pointed to the relevant 

places on the scales as she gave the instructions). In 

this  corne' 	a guide you can refer to. So if you circle 

a 12" in the first column, that means you found the ques-

tion very easy. Let's look at another column - if you 

circle a '5 1  in the third column, that means you found 

the question somewhat spatial; if you circle a '6' that 

means you_found the question very spatial. I would like 

yoù to try and use the whole range of the Peale.. OkaY, 

do you understand how to use the scale? 

'Tow let me explain to you what is meant by 

verbal and spatial. Spatial indicates that images, pic-

tures, or patterns were brought to Mind. Verbal on the 

other hand, indicates that your mind simply searchea for 

words or logic. Do you understand? 

oSo now that you've hea.rd all the questions, go 

ahead and rate each one of them as best you can - trying 

to remember how you felt about each question at the time 

it . was presented to you during the interview." 

33 
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.1f the subject failed to understand any part of 

the instructions, the experimenter continued to explain 

that particular point until she was satisfied that the 

subject understood what she was to do. 

The following page is an example of the semantic 

differential scales used in this study. 
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•APPINDIX F 

2XPMILENTAL QUESTIONS .  

Nonemotional Verbal ::,asy: 

1. What does COD mean? 

2. What part of speech is 'the'? 

3. What would you do if you lost a book that belonged 
to one of your friends? 

4. What would you do if you went to the store for bread 
and they didn't have any? 

5. What are the advantages of paying bills by cheque? 

6. What day comes before Wednesday? 

Vonemotional  Verbal Difficult: 

7. What is the meaning of the word 'time'? 

8. Define the word 'economics'. 	• 
9. Define the word lability'. 

10. Finish this sentence--"Ability is native, education 
is 

11. Tell me five  verbe  beginning mith"R'. 

12. Make . up a sentence using the,words 'exchange' and 
'stock'. 

• 
• • 

1.  

Nonemotional Spatial Eas: 	
• 

• 

13. Try to form a mental,picture of what  1 am going to 
tell you and tell me when the picture is as clear 
as you can get it: "A Forest". 	• 

• 
14. Try to. form a mental picture of what  1 am going to 

tell you and tell me when the picture is as clear 
as you can get it: "An Ocean Liner." 

• 15. Imagine a rectangle. Draw a line from the upper left' 
hand corner to the lower right-hand corner. What two 
figures do you now  have  

16. How are a piano and a violin alike? 

.• 
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17. Try to form a mental picture from the following quote 
and tell me when the picture is as clear as you can 
get it: "A birdie with a yellow bill hopped upon 
my window sill". 

18. Try to form a mental picture from the following quote 
and tell me when the picture is as clear as you can 
get it: uIs' this a dagger which I see before me, 
the handle toward my hand". 

•eonemotional  Spatial Difficult: 

19. In pictures of Napoleon, which hand does he hold 
in his coat? 	 • 

20. How many points are there on the Maple leaf in the 
. 	Canadian . 	 . 

21. How many corners are there in a solid cube? 

22. Name two small letters which go; below the line of 
print like the letters p and y. 

23. What is  a letter that goes below the line of print 
.in small' writing and above the line in Small printing? 

24. Which angleis greater: the:smaller angle ,formed by 
the hands of a clock at 2:45 or the smaller angle 
forme& by the hands of a clock at 2:30? 

;Emotional Verbal :Easy: 

25 What is a four letter word beginning witil 'f'? 

26. Make up a sentence using the words 'thigh and kissed'. 

27. That  do you do to attract someone to whom you are 
sexually attracted? 

28. If you are, or were to have a sexual relationShip. 
with someone, how often would you like to engage in 
sexual activity?. 	 •  

. 29. How often do you use underarm deodorants? 

30. Compared with most people, how would you rate your-
self on intelligence. 
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-r:motional Verbal Difficult: 

31. What is the most embarrassing word I could say to 
you? 

32,. What isthe most embarrassing word do you think you 
could saito me? 

33. What  aspect of your personality do you dislike or 
regard as a handicap? 

34. What vas your first impression of me? ' 

35. Why do you think lesbian relationships are considered 
by some people to be as satisfying as heterosexual 
relationships? 

36. When was the last time you told a lie to someone 
close to you? 

Emotional Spatial '.asy: 

37. What do you think is the average length of an erect 
penis? 

38. Try to form a mental picture from the following quote 
and tell me when the picture is as clear as you can 
get it: "They grunted together, Karen squirming back-
ward in the damp earth, Shar grinddng himself against 
her." 

39. Try to form a mental picture from the following quote 
. and tell me when the picture is as clear as you can 

get it: "She heaved and 'hurdled, arched and cried, 
• clawed me, kissed me, even  gave a shriek once...". 

40 4  Try to form a mental picture from the following quote 
and tell me when the picture is as clear as you can 
get it: "He could stand it no longer, he cried out, 

	

he sobbed helplessly against her tensed face..." 	• 

	

. 	. 
41. If you are engaged in an intimate sexual experience 

with someone, do you prefer the lights to be on or 
. off? 

.42. What are you most afraid of? 



Aloti2ll_2.atial  Difficult: 

43. What part of your body do you like to expose to men? 

44. What part of your body do you like to hide from men? 

45. Describe the scene of the most embarrassing experience 
you were ever in. 

46. Try to get a clear picture in your mind of what I am 
going to tell -you and tell me when it is as clear 
as you can get it: "A sexual orgy in'your own room 
or apartment". 

47. Think of your best female friend. What would you do 
if she expressed a desire to have a sexual relations 
with you? 

48. •  Imagine you are out with a man for the first time.- 
You notice his fly is open. What would you do? 



APPSNDIX C 

OCULAR MOVEMENT 'ECOM SHEET 

Below is an example of the one inch circles in 
which subjects' eye movements were recorded by the obser- 

• vers: 

7ç'  
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ABSTRACT 

To examine  thee-nonverbal psychodynamics of electronic 

co-presence 48 undergraudate students were each asked 48 questions 

by a female graduate student during a 2way , closed circuit TV 

interview. The independent variables studied were 1. Location 

of Self-View Monitor (on the right Of the monitor carrying the 

interviewer's image vs. on the left vs. absent), 2. .Intimacy of 

Question Content (intimate'vs. neutral),. 3. Apparent Distance 

of Interviewer's Image (Close vs. far), 4. Time effects (two 

Blocks of 24 questions each with 4 Trials within each Block, each 

Trial consisting of a set of six questions,. 5. Order Of Intimacy 

and Apparent Distance  Effects (Intimacy and Distance effects were 

.alternated after Block 1 and were counterbalanced). Sixteen 

proxemic, verbal behaviour, and ocular dependent variables were 

studied, along with responses to five questionnaires. Results 

Indicated unexpectedly pervasive effects of Monitor Location which 

dominated other results. Subjects avoided looking at their own 

picture by averting their gaze up and to the opposite side when 

.beginning to formulate an answer to each-question. During the course 

of the interview they felt ever more at ease and less nervous. 	• . 

Although they moved their chairs slightly.further away from the 

interviewer's image they compensated by increasing the size of their 

own:image by means of zoom controls and replying more. at length. 

.They alsb began to match the size of their own image to that of the 

.interviewer and responded to intimacy . of. questions With less looking 

at the interviewer and a prolonged movement of their chairs away 

from the interviewer's image. 
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CHAPTEP I 

INTRODUCTION 

The key assumption of this study is that man has a basic need to 

communicate. Recent technological progress in telecommunications has 

stressed the hardware, i.e., computer communications, satellite broad-

casting and Bell Picturephones, and has overshadowed the human factor. 

A communication-technology explosion has taken place in recent years 

without a concomitant growth in erpirical knowledge of its software 

(human) aspects. Several important questions remain unanswered: what 

effect does the new technolocy have upon human interaction?; why is 

physical travel, whether inter-office, inter-city, or international, 

. 	still chosen by most individuals when telecommunications media are 

available, faster and perhaps cheaper?; are there differina detectable 

(i.e., analyzable) attitudes towards the new technological advances, 

especially the newly available interactive. telecommunications media? 

' 

	

	If so, what effect do these attitudes have on the behaviour of these 

individuals when they are confronted with the technol6gy? 

One approach to the study of some important aspects of the above auesticns 

is offered by the concept of proxemics. Hall (1968) defines proxemics as 

the study of man's perceptions and use of space. It involves the use of 

spatial cues to convey a message, and may be consciously manipulated by 

S or more usually it may be part of his unintended, unconscious repertoire 

of behaviours. 
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Proxemics, then, is somewhat analogous . to the notion of territoriality 

used by ethologists (Brown, 1965). In an earlier report (1963b) 

Hall said, "Proxemic patterns, once learned, are maintained largely out 

of awareness, and thus have to be investigated without resort to probing 

the conscious minds of one's Ss". Hall found several factors which 

affect the distancing behaviour of two people includina their relationshis 

and the nature' of their meeting; and furthermore (Hall, 1959, 1966) that 

people from different cultures, or from different groups or backgrounds 

(i.e., with different attitudes) often hold different concepts of personal 

space. 

Another behaviour, eye contact or gazing behaviour, is closely 

related to proxemic patterns as shown by Argyle and Dean (1965)." In 

summarizina the functions of eye contact, they note that it signals 

Information seeking, indicates that the channel is open, permits con-

cealment or exhibitionism, shows recogniti.on of social relationships, and 

• reflects approach-avoidance motivation. - Argyle and Dean (1965) have put 

forth a hypothesis of compensation whiCh predicts that when an equilibrium 

point is reached in the nonverbal expression of interpersonal intimacy, any 

substantial chance in one of the behaviours (e.g., physical distance, 

eye contact, body orientation or body lean) on the part of one person 

requires a reciprocal change in one or more of the behaviours on the 

part of the other person. An example they cite is that "eye contact seers 

to increase as the communicatino pair increase the distance between them." 

In this case, eye contact psychologically reduces the distance between 

communicators. Extensive research, both correlational and experimental 

support the proposed compensatory process (cf. Felipe and Sommer, 1966; 



Watson and Graves, 1966; Goldbera, et al., 1969; Patterson and Sechvest, 

1970; Romano, 1971; Aiello, 1972; Arayle and Inaham, 1972; Patterson, 

1973; Stewart and Patterson, 1973). 

Changes in ocular behaviour reflect more than proxemic or physical 

distance relationships. They also seem to reflect other kinds of 

psychological distance. Thus Argyle and Dean (1965) found that if 

Ss approached photographs with the intention of getting close enough to 

"see well", they would stand closer to photographs of faces with eyes 

closed than to those with eyes open. Other studies have soucht out 

the specifics of the behaviour. Exline (1963) found that erbarrassina 

and innocuous questions produced only slight differences in visual attention 

while S was listenina, but that there was a significant decrease in eye 

-contact when embarrassing questions were being answered. Somewhat related 

to ihis finding is a study carried out by Dosey and Meisels (1969) who 

found that when stress was artificially introduced into the experiment, 

Ss stayed further away from the experimenter.. I -l-  may be that by reducing 

• the degree of eye contact, one psychologically increates the perceived - 

physical distance between himself and the person with whom - he is interacting, 

thereby establishina a new personal space without physically -,oving. However, 

the results of a study done by Hobson, Strongman, Bull and Craig (1973) 

did not support the hypothesis that gaze aversion would increase as the 

anxiety of one or both of the participants increases. Female subjects 

exhibit more eye contact than male subjects do as shown by Patterson (1973); 

Exline, Gray and Schuette (1965), and Aiello (1972) and are r-o-e sensitive 

to experimental factors (Dosey and Meisels, 1969). 



Patterson (1973) noted that there was areater eye contact in 

same sex pairs than in opposite sex pairs. 	Jurich and Jurich (1974) 

interviewed subjects about their sexual attitudes and found a high cor-

relation between fingersweat index, rater's global rating, immediacy 

tone, postural relaxation, speech errors, filled pauses, - editorial errors 

and eye contact. Thus eye contact and immediacy seem to be highly reliable 

to oiher indications of anxiety durina an interview. Also, Patterson 

(1973) found that immediacy behaviours are highly consistent over time 

i.e.,  an individual will exhibit similar stable behaviours in various 

testina sessions. 

Returning now to our auestion of how people react towards the new 

communication technology, Dinoff, et al. (1969) reported that subjects 

resPonded to a video-taped interviewer as though he were physically 

present proving that electronically mediated interviews are feasible both 

.as a research and as an applied clinical device, however, they were con- . 

cerned with the subjects' verbalizations and ratina of the interviewer 

(e.g., "He was a very nice doctor) rather than tlieir actual.  behaviour 

In the interview. 

Effective utilization of the new communications media (e.g., Bell 

Picturephones) may be examined in terms of the extent to which electronically 

mediated communicative behaviour approximaies "natural" face-te-face 

 Interaction. In an ongoing face-to-face interaction, communications, both 

verbal and nonverbal, (e.a., personal distancing and eye behaviour) give 

constant information as to the affective state of the participating members. 



• 
W111 such behaviours occur in an electronically mediated interview, 

I.e., where the participants interact via a closed circuit TV system? 

Further, what effect will feedback of one's own image durina such an 

interview, or the lack of said feedback, have on the interviewee's behaviour. 

In the present study it is proposed that I) Subjects will choose rore 

distant positions (either through chair rovement or throuah use of the 

zoom controls) when preparing to answer a group of stressful i.e., 

embarrassing questions. 2) Subjects will avoid looking at Interviewer 

(or at themselves in the feedback conditions) when answering embarrassina 

questions. 3) Subjects without feedback are in a more precarious 

situation, as will be shown in how subjects rate themselves and their 

present situation on semantic-differentials. 4) For all groups (feedback 

and nonfeedback) compensation will occur, i.e., eye contact will 

decrease or own image-size will decrease or both as the interviewer's image 

distance increases; and, the converse may "be true as the interviewer's 

image-distance decreases. 

' 

Changes in own imaae size may be accomplished either -through physical 

movement of subject's chair (forward or backward) or through electronic 

manipulation of image size (zoom controls). 



METHOD . 

Apparatus  

The following equipment was used: 

I) One Sony Video  Cariera:  Model DXC-2000A with Zoo ,- Lens 12.5 - 

50 mm. (on confederate). 

2) One Sony Video Camera: AVC-3210 with Zoom Lens 	(c- 

subject). 

3) One Sony Videocorder: AV-3650 (for taping Subjec7s' responses). 

11) One Sony Audio Tapecorder: TC 105 (used as amplifier 70 send 

• confederate's voice to Subjects' monitor). 

5) Three Sony Video Monitors: CVM-110UA (II" picture tube, 

• . measured diaconally). 

6) Three Sony F-96 Dynamic Microphones. 

• 7) One Bogen "Challenger" Amplifiem, Model CHS-35, Se - ies =-10?, 

used as P.A. with one 8 ohm speaker to monitor the beginning 

and ending of confederate's question block. 

Figure 1 depicts the subject's lab; it was completely svmr-etrical • 

with curtains on the sides and in front. The panel behind -7-he subject's 

chair served two functions: 1) it blocked vision of the . dcor,  and 

2) gave similar backgrounds in both the subject's and the in-erviewer's 

monitors. 

Figure 2 represents the floor plan of the experimenta: se-Ting. 

The dotted lines from the subject's lab and the interviewe - 's lag tc -re 

control lab represent wires. The experimehier could open a ...dic and 

6 
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'le -post experimental  lab: The subject was 
:rought here after the interview to fill in 

7emantic differentials and to be debriefed. 
The  subject's  lab: See Figure I. 
:Dnirol  lab: From here the eperimenter could 
->en audio and visual communication between 
"le subject and the interviewer. 
' -ittrviewer's  lab: Was made to appear similar 
-3 'that of the subject in all aspects that 
*ere evident to the subject; thus while the 
'nferviewer's chair remained stationary and 
='ie had only one monitor, there were panels 
hird her to make her image appear as if it 

v-anated from a setting similar to that of the 
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A: Monitor A earries the interviewer- 's i-ace. 

B: Monitor B carries the subject's imace. 

Depending on experimental condition, 17 

will •be the left, rIght or not supplie.'  

: Microphone carries subject's voice to,tne 

Interviewer. The microphone was.placed in 

between monitors A and 8, thus . beina TO The 

left or right of Monitor A dependina upon 

experimental condition. When there was ro 

feedback monitor (i.e., subject's own ir.ace), 

the microphone was to the best of our re-

collection, on the richt side of Monitor A as 

viewed by the subject. Note: At the time 
the placement of the microphone in the 

Monitor" (1.e., Feedback) condition did not 

seem important. 

Camera lens pokes out of curtain as close as 

possible to the top of Monitor A. 
: Zoom panel, with five buttons, attached to 

subject's chair. Four of the buttons are 
marked zoom I  mtnimum 2 3 4 maximum, the 

fifth is marked focus. This panel is 

- connected to a second panel (E2) behind the 

front curtain. E2 has the same conficuratic - , 

.but has lights rather than buttons. 
F: Work Area: the subject moves her chair up -- a• 

this position to fill in semantic-differentia 
during pauses in the interview. 

G: Pieces of masking tape from front of monitor 
table to background panels, tape-marked ever.. 

e+tinches back to eight feet. 

H: Initial chair position; the subject moved 

the chair  from here to her preferred seatina 

distance from the TV camera and monitor. 

li Unobtrusive  black  boards added or removed ta 

• raise or lower Monitor A so that the eyes cif 

the interviewer.  were on the sare level as 

• the eyes of the subject. 
.1: Curtains ran along the walls and hune from 

. a frame in front such that the room was 
perfectly symmetrical. 

K: The subject's and Interviewer's  las  were 

made to appear similar by the use of foldinc 

panels in the background.  
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video communication between 7 .1e i - terview.er and the sub .lect -'-or the 

control room. The post exne-irren -al lab was used for debrie-cing  -the 

subjects. 

Subjects  

Forty-elaht female volunteer underaraduate students attendina sumrer 

courses at the University o Windsor) 
 

Interviewer  

Female University of Windsor araduate student, aaet  2 ve.ars who 

had no previous acouaintance with the subjects. 

Procedure  

hen the subject entered the subject's lab her chair, an office chair 

on coasters, was located on the far side of the room (the richt side 

as viewed by subject) about Parallel to the table on which were the 

• 'TV monitors. The subject was asked to sit anywhere she liked inbetween 

Monitor A and the back panel as long as she remained in front  .of the 

camera. Subjects  iere seen individual ly. The exPerime.nter engaaed 

each subject in a brief casual conversation to make her feel at ease, 

during which she was told that the experiment was fferely a pi lot study 

In order to avoid "evaluation aPprehension" (Rosenberg, 1965), that is, 

the subjects were made to feel as col laborators or confederates rather 

than as subjects. 

Each subject was asked 54 cuestions, the first six bei no re.,rely a warmuP 

composed of some personal and some nonoersonal questions. The remainina 

48 questions were divided into eight arouns of six questions ezach, 

1 48 additional Ss who went throuch the same experimental procedure, except 
for  the order of questions were n"ot used in the present analyses except for 
My  feelings  about the Mode of Cornuni cation My feeli nas about the Interview  

Situation, and My Behaviour durina the Experiment. 
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such that'each aroun consisted of one type of question—either 

embarrassing (personal) or nonembarrassing (impersonal). (See 

Appendix K . for schedule used). 

Ouestions were randomized separately for each subject, and each 

group contained equal amounts of verbal, spatial, easy and difficult 

questions. (See Appendix F). These questions were asked by the inter-

viewer  via closed circuit TV. The interviewer memorized the question, 

lookéd at the subject, and slowly, while maintaining her  gaze,  asked 

the question. The interviewer continued looking at the subject untrl 

the subject finished answering, and then went on to the next question. 

in tact, in order io be seen to appear to be looking directly into the 

:subject's eyes, the interviewer looked at the camera, rather than into 

theeyes of the subject's image on her monitor. 

The camera was placed as close as possible to the top of Monitor A 

so that when looking into the eyes of the interviewer's image it was 

difficult to discriminate whether she was looking at the interviewer's 

face or at the camera. Thus feedback from her own image on  Monitor B 

suggested to her, when viewed peripherally as she looked at the 

Interviewer on Monitor A, that she was lookina where she was in fact 

looking. To avoid perceived status differences, which might have 

resulted if the image of the interviewer's face had been other than on 

the same plane as the subject's face (Dickson, 1973) 

black boards, carefully cut to fit the bottom of Monitor B were added 

or removed so as to bring the eyes of the interviewer's image on the 

same plane as the eyes of the subject. 

In Condition I, lhere was a second monitor (Monitor B) to the 

rioht of Monitor A (carrying the interviewer's image) carrying  The  



subject's own image; and to the left was another table used TO fill 

ln Semantic Pifferentials between groups of questions. In Conditicn 

. II, the second monitor  sas  to the left of the one carrying the inte-viewer's 	- 

image, and the work table was to the right of the others. In Conditior 

'III, only the monitor carrying the interviewer's image was present, 

.with a table on each side of the monitor table. 

The subject's attention was then brought to the television ecui:- 

ment, and the experimenter explained the purpose and procecu-e cf the 

experi.ment (See Appendix F for actual script). The subject eas told 

ihat the experimenter was attempting to develop an interview crocedu-e 

'using 'closed-circult.television. He was -Seeki 'nânOnembarrassinc rethod 

of studying Canadian attitudes towards sex and othertopics, and was 

presently using the television technique since-many people found face 

fo :face interviews somewhat intimidating. 

On the arm of the subject's chair 	a panel marked Zoom I mini-r.ur.. 

2 3 4  maximum  and Focus with buttons to.press for  the subrect to indicate 

her preferred lens setting; a similar panel lit up accordinc to the 

button pressed by the subject--from this, the experimenter made the 

necessary adjustments. 

Once the subject was seated, the experimenter instructed the sub- 

• ject In the use of the zoom panel by changing the zoom position on the 

subject's camera to each of the four lens settinos, calling the ,- bv 

number as he did so: "I minimum 2 3 4 maximim", and relating tne- 

to the buttons on the subject's'panels at the same tire. Zcr- 	eas 

a half-body shot showing the body from the.knees to the hea:!,. Zoor 

4 maximum was a closeup, of the face.only. The experi .menter de-cnstra-er. 
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the lens (or zoom) settings a number of times until the subject could 

Identify the zoom positions (1, 2, 3, 4) by the size of her image on 

the monitor. In Condition 111, this was done using the monitor which 

%ms to carry the interviewer's image. In Conditions 1 and 11, it was 

done on the subject's monitor (Monitor III) while the intervieder's 

monitor (Monitor A) remained blank. 

After the above practice, the subject was asked to press the 

button which indicated her preferred image-size; this lit u: a 

corresponding light which the experimenter used as a guide  for settina 

the zoom lens. The subject was asked not to verbalize her nreference 

(on the pretense that the experimenter wished to simulate actual 

conditions with automatic equipment which w as  supposedly to be used 

in the "real" experiment), such that a physical involvement with the 

equipment was necessary. 

Once the subject settled on a startina position (i.e., i-.ace-size), 

the experimenter mentally noted both lens setting and chair cosition 

(treasured by strips of tape on the floor, ranging in-equal intervals of 

eight inches from the monitor table-front back to the backeround panel--

a  total of eight feet). Then he went into the control room, recorded 

the noted Information and caused the interviewer's image to appear. 

The interviewer communicated from a room down the hall and never met 

the subject face to face until after the experiment. 

The first warm-up grotto of six mixed questions (first three were 

neutral, last three were nersonal) were then asked by the inerviewer. 

The experimenter could hear the subject's responsesthrouch an audio 

hook-up, and simply shut off the video-recorder a -l- the end c each grouc 



of questions. After every second group, the experimenter returned to 

the subject's lab and asked her to move up to the work area (i.e., 

table beside Monitor A) to fill in semantic-differentials on how 

she felt about herself and the interviewer during the preceding groups 

of questions. 

At the end of each semantic-differential (See Appendix B 1  or B2 ) was 

a brief description of the questions to be asked in the next two groups 

of questions, e.g., the next two groups of questions will be of the 

goneral, impersonal type; or the next two groups of questions will be 

personal and possibly embarrassing. The experimenter then went behind 

the curtain and asked the subject to indicate, via the zoom panel, any 

change in image-size. If the subject did so, the experimenter made 

the proper adjustments to the camera; an alternative, as previously 

explained to the subject, was to move her chair forwards or backwards, 

wherein she had to use the Focus button for a clear image; if the 

subject pressed the focus button, the experimenter Made the adjustments. 

On leavino, the experimenter mentally noted lens setting  and chair 

position, and then returned to the control room. 

In the first four groups of questions, any change in image-distance 

made by the subject was presumably made on the basis of the interviewer's 

last image before fading. After the fourth group of questions was 

completed, and after the subject had chosen her preferred image-distance, 

the Interviewer said, "Oh, I forgot that we're starting the second half 

of the interview, you get to see your interviewer's starting image and 

can adjust your image before the onset of questions." Thereafter the 
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Interviewer's starting 'mace was seen before the subject made a 

decision as to her image-distance (lens setting or chair position). 

The Interviewer's image schedule was chosen randomly from either 

CCCCFFFForEFFF CCCC wherein C corresponds to Zoom 4 maximum (lens 

setting) and F corresponds'to Zoom 1 minimum. The interviewer's 

chair position never moved. Chances in her image size were accomplished 

entirely by means of the zoom controls on her camera. 

After all eight  croups  of questions were completed, the subject 

was taken to the post-experimental room and given more thorough 

semantic-differentials rating the mode of communication used; the 

interview situation; and her own behaviour. (See Appendices C, D and E). 

The subject was then introduced face to face to the Interviewer 

and debriefed by both the experimenter and the interviewer. She was 

told the general purpose, i.e., determining how people feel about, and 

react to this type of interview situation, but in order to avoid 

contaminating future subjects, the subject wbs not told any of. the 

"hidden" purposes, for example, investigation of proxemic patterns or 

eye behaviours. All questions, thouch, were answered honestly and the 

siabject was reassured of the value of her participation. 
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Reliability  

Four observers were used to record the ocular responses for all 

48 subjects. The first tao observers scored topether un-1- il they 

had scored at least  1-en  subjects, and until they had agreed on at 

least forty-three out of forty-eight scores on five consecutive 

scoring attempts. These trained observers then repeated the same 

procedure with the other two observers. Checks were made repJlarly 

to insure continued agreement. 

Over 100 questions, taken from various serouces, were adrlinistered 

to.I2 females prior to the actual experiment. These people rated the 

questions as to degree of intimacy, the 24 questions rated as most 

intimate and the 24 questions rated as most neutral were used in -this 

study. 	. 
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Variables  of Interest  and Overview  of Experiment  

Five independent variables were of major interest: 

I) location of self-view (SV) monitor: a. on right of monitor 

carrying interviewer's image (SV monitor right); b. on left of 

monitor carryina interviewer's image (SV monitor left); c. . no SV 

monitor. 

2/ apparent distance of interviewer imace (a. far, b. close). 

3) Intimacy of question content, as determined by groups of six 

questions (a. 	intimate, 2. neutral). 

4) Time: the 48 questions were divided into eight sets of six 

questions each. Time effects were analyzed in terms of Blocks (Block 

I  being responses to the first four sets of questions, Block 2 being 

responses to the second four sets of questions) and in terms of Trials 

(for,  trial effects the eight sets of questions were divided successively 

into four pairs. Trial 1 consisted of responses to the first set of 

six questions in a pair; Trial 2 consisted of responses to the second 

set of six questions in a pair). 

5) Order of intimacy and distance effects which alternated after 

four trials. 

There were 16 behavioural dependent variables, plus verbal dependent 

variables generated from subjects' ratings during and after the experi-

ment. 
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Behavioural Dependent  Variables  

I.  Lens setting (1 = half body shot including knees, 2, 3, and 4 

= close up of face only) recorded by the experimenter according to the 

button pressed  bÿ  the subject on her lens settina control panel. 

2. Chair position (ranging from 0 = chair placed so that, if 

sitting upright, subjects' face was approximately six inches (15.34 cm.) 

from the monitor carrying the interviewer's image to  l6'  chair placed 

so that, if sitting upright subject's face was approximately 8 1/2 

feet from the monitor, measured to the nearest 8 inches). Thus 1 = 14" 

from monitor, 2 = 22" from monitor, 3 = 30" inches from monitor, etc. 

3. Time spent looking at interviewer's image between the time 

the interviewer began asking a question and the time the subject beaan 

her answer 0 = not at all, 1 = some of the time, and 2 = all the time. 

Scored from videotape record. 

4. Time spent looking at interviewer's image between the time 

the subject began her answer and the time slie finished her answer 

(sincerthe interviewer began her next question Immediately when the 

subject finished her answer, no time is left unaccounted for). 0 = 

not at all, 1 = some of the time, and 2 = all of the time. Scored from 

videotape record. 

5. Time spent lookina at own image (on SV monitor) between the 

time the interviewer beaan askina a question and the time the subject 

began her answer. 0 = not at all, 1 = some of the time, and 2 = 

all of the time. Scored from videotape record. 

; •••':.?" 



6. Time spent looking at own image between the time the subject 

began her answer and the time she finished her answer. 0 = not at all, 

1 = some of the time, and 2 = all of the lime.. Scored from videotape 

record. 

7. Time to onset of verbal response. The time period (as measured 

by stopwatch to the nearest .5 second) between the moment when the 

interviewer finished asking a question and the moment the subject began 

fo  answer. Scored from videotape record. 

8. Time to offset of verbal response. The time period (as measured 

by stopwatch in .5 seconds) between the time when the interviewer 

finished asking a question and the moment the subject finished her 

verbal response. Scored from videotape  retord.  

9. Duration of verbal response. Variable 8 - Variable 7. 

10. Maintained gaze at monitor carrying interviewer's image, 

scored 1 if gaze was maintained throughout the duration of her verbal 

response, otherwise scorèd 0. 
• 

11. Ups: Please refer to figure 3. If a subject looked away from . 

the monitor carrying interviewer's image, in response to any given question, 

she either did not look up at all  (i.e., looked directly to one side or 

another, directions 5 and 13) or looked down, directions 6 through 12) 

or else looked to some extent upwards. The Up score reflects the extent 

to which the subject looked up. A slightly upward look, directions 

4 and 14 were coded 1, a look up at an angle of 45 ° , directions 3 and 

15, were coded 2, a predominantly upward look, directions 2 and 16, . 

were coded 3, and a look directly upward, direction 1, was coded 4. 
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Figure 3: Diagram ùsed  for  Combutation of Scores for Direction 
of Gaze Aversion. 
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12. Downs: The down score reflected the degree to whic-. the 

subject looked down, computed in a way analogous to Ups. See Variable 

13 descriotion and Figure 3. 

13. Ups -Downs. Variable 11 minus variable 12. 

14. Rights (cf. 12) 

. 15. Lefts (cf. 12) 

16. Rights-Lefts (cf. 13) 

Verbal Dependent Measures  

1. Semantic Differential: My feelings about myself duri-p the 

last block of questions (completed after question sets 2, 4, 6, and 8, 

Appendix A). 

2. Semantic Differential: My perception about the interviewer 

during the last block of questions (completed after question sets 

2, 4, 6,  and  8, Appendix B). 

. 3. "Semantic Differential: My feelings about the mode 0 comlunica-

tIon (Appendix O). 

4. Semantic Differential: • My  feelings about the interview situation. 

-- 	(Appendix D). 

5. Semantic Differential: My Behaviour During the Experie-ent . 	. 

(Appendix E). 

An Overview of the Time Course of the Experiment, giving the reasures 

taken and the experimental conditions upon which the subject ray be 

Presumed to have been acting at each point in the experiment is civen 

3 
In Table I. 

. 3SeVeral other Questionnaires were given after the interview b..t. -were - -t 
relevant to the preSent thesis. 



CHAPTER Ili 

RESULTS 

Since the design of the experiment purposely confounded  Ume and  

order effects with experimental conditions, the general plan of 

analyses for both behavioural and verbal dependent measures required 

two separate analyses of variance for each measure, the first to 

identify time and order effects, the second to identify the effects of 

experimental conditions. Verbal measures required additional analyses 

preceding the application of analyses of variance to identify the major 

dimensions in terms of which subjects perceived the experiment. 

Therefore analyses of behavioural and verbal measures are reported in 

. 	separate sections. 

Analyses  of Behavioural  Dependent Measures  

Anaiyses of variance of the effects of the three levels of self-

view monitor location, four levels of order of intimacy and distance 

(both between subject effects)  Iwo  levels of blocks of question Sets 

f. 	and four levels of trials (both within-subject effects) are reported 

In Table 2).  Of the 15 components of the analysis of variance. „ 11 

. . 	have significant effects upon at least one of the dependent variables. 

The effects of five of these components involving only monitor location, 

blocks and trials, are detailed in Table 3 which gives the means for 

significant effects, along with results of Duncan Multiple .Range tests 

to Identify which means are significantly different. 

.19 
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Location of self-view monitor had the most pervasive arc strongest 

effects of all the independent variables of the study. indeed,  the 

•., 	monitor location effects ddfied all expectations and forcefully call 

our attention to the fact that not only the present or abserce of 

continuous feedback, but also Its location on the left or ricnt of the 

focus of main attention has truly remarkable consequences for non- 

- 
. 	verbarbehaviour. These effects may be summarized in four categories: 

(1) When the self view monitor is on the left of the -cnitor 

carrying the interviewer's image, as opposed to being on the -ight, both 

9 

ccular and verbal response behaviour of the viewer.is affected. She 

looks less often at the interviewer's image at the beginning of her 

answer to each question, and she waits longer to respond, and speaks 

for less time. Although in general looking a -l-  the interviewer at the begin-

ning of an . answer is closely •related to maintaining eye contact, since 

the latter necessarily implies the former, it should be notet that no 

. 	comparable effects held for maintained gaze. Subjects could, and evidently 

did, sometimes look away between the end of the question and the beginning 

of their answer, but look back at the interviewer as thev began their 

answer. They were clearly less inclined to look back when receiving 

- feedback of their own image from a monitor on the left. lt seems as 

If it was more difficult for them to respond under these circumstances 

since they seemed to take more time groping for an answer ant less time 

to  Say  it once they found it. 
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(2) When a self-view monitor was present at all, either 

on the left or the right, subjects looked up more frequently then down 

as the first ocular response to the interviewer's question. When the 

monitor was absent they had a very slight tendency to look down. lt 

seems that the very presence of a monitor provokes visual escape from 

the planeof their own image. 

(3) When the self-view monitor was on their  left,  subjects averted 

their gaze more frequently to the right, than to the left; when the 

monitor was on the right they did the opposite, averting their gaze more 

frequently to the left than to the right. Evidently the monitor provoked 

- 
- • 	visual escape. Although subjects certainly did look at their own image 

now  and then it is clear that, when beginning to respond to a question 

they did not want to see themselves. 

(4) Given significant differences between monitor right and 

monitor left, the effects of absence of the monitor were not consistent. 

Thus though the time to onset of their verbal response compared to the 

monitor right  condition L-that is, they waited less time to respond than 

- 
when monitor was on left--the duration of their verbal response compared 

. to the monitor left condition. Indeed their reply was even shorter 

... thon the monitor left condition. The frequency of looking at the inter- 

. viewer was similar to the monitor right condition. Thus, when taking less 

lime  lo give their response they were more likely lo gaze at the interviewer 

at the time they began to reply to her. Finally, the direction of their 

horizontal gaze aversion corresponds to the monitor left condition; that 
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• 
; 	Is, when there is no monitor they look-away to the tight 	This behaviou- 

was unexpected, since several previous studies 	Libby and 

Yaklevich, 1973) suggest that the normal direction  of horizontal aaze 
• 

aversion may be to the left--certainly not significantly to thé right! 

However, the location of the microphone on the right in the monitor absent 

condition may well eXplain the present findings. 'Perhaps, in the absence 

In both the self-view monitor present conditions the microphone was on 

Ihe.same side as the Monitor it is clear that any positive valence the 

. microphone may have had for viSuarattention was countermanded by the • 

negative valance of subject's own .  image. 	. 

. The significant effects of Blocks, Trials, and the Blocks x , Triais 

interaction may be discussed together. During the time,coursé of the 

experiment subjects proxemic behaviour took an interestina twist. During 

• 
the first block of questions their chair position averaged about 47 . 

. i 	Inches (119'.4cm)from'the interviewer's monitor; during the second block 

it averaged about 49 inches-both distances increasind slightly but 

significantly (only about 4% from triallto trial -4 within each block). 

during their respective blocks. However, during  the trials constituting 

the first block they continually adjusted their lens setting, making their 

• 
— image larger and larger,-the average setting being.I.69 prior to trial 

1 and increasing from1.75 after. trial r to 2.10 alter - trial 5, an 

• - 

	

	
Increase of just over 17% as opposed.to  an increase in chairAistance 

of just over 4%. Evidently," given the characteristics.of the.I6-64  ri  
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- zoom lens used in the study, any decreas e . in apparent distance - 

due to actual chair movement away from the interviewer's monitor (and 

camera) was more than compensated.rby the increase in the size of their _ 	_ •  

Image due to technological manipulations of the lens setting controls. 

It Is also important to note  -I-ha -I-  lens .  settings stabiliZed by the beginning 

«:. of the second block of questions; that is, although lens settings increased 

during Block 1 there was little further change during Block 2. Since 

chair position was also quite stable during Block 2 the second Block may 

be regarded as a more stable background for the observation of effects due 

fo other experimental conditions. 

Time also had a sjonificant effect upon subjects' verbal behaviour. 

During Block 2 subjects talked longer in response to each question 

1-han  during Block I--shown in effects upon duration and offset of verbal 

response. If length of response can be taken as an index of imrediacy 

it seems as if subjects felt more at home with the interviewer as time 

• 	• went by. In contrast to the Blocks effects upon duration of 'response, 

there was also a Trials effect within Blocks, upon onset of verbal 

response, indicating that subjects took longer and longer to begin their 

response from the first to the las -I-  question set within a Block. Were they 

becoming more reflective and concerned with the quality of their response, 

In line with an increasinq immediacy interpretation, or were they becôming 

more anxious and tongue-tied? 

There was also a Blocks by Trials interaction upon an ocular 

variable, Uns -Downs, which defied explanation and may be noted only in. 

passing. 
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Table 3.shows only one Other Interesting result, qualifying the 

preceding.effect  of Blocks upon . duration of verbal response. The 

sIgnificant Monitor :Location by Blocks interactiowshows that subjects' 

replies grow longer only when they have feedback of their own image. 

It does not matter whether it be from a monitor on the left or on the 

right, but if continuous feedback of own image is not present the length 

of their verbal responses does not Increase. Particulary notable is the 

Increase from Block 1 to Block 2 when the monitor is located on the right. 

If they are more comfortable when the monitor is on the right, as suggested 

by monitor location effects upon looking, how are we to interpret the 

- fact that response length remains so short when there is no monitor? 

The remaining six components of the analysis of variance in Table 2 

with significant effects included order effects, which, in turn, include 

the experimental conditions of question intimacy and apparent distance 

of interviewer imaae. In order to assess prder effect in more detail 

-four  separate analyses of variance were performed upon pairs of question 

sets. Independent variables for these analyses wère Eocatjon of Self-view 

Monitor, Question Intimacy, Closeness of Interviewer lmaae (all between 

subjects) and Question Pairs Cthe only within subject variable). The 

significant effects of these variables for each of the four pairs of question 

sets are shown in Table 4. Duncan Multiple Range tests indicate the 

significant differences among means in the column for a given question pair 

for each component of lhe analysis of variance yielding significant effects 

for that question pair. In general, discussion will be limited to effects 

significant for al  least two pairs of question sets. The Effects of 

Location of self-View Monitor merely confirm the pervasiveness and consistency 
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of the effects already noted from Table 3. Of interest are the effects 

of intimacy and closeness and their Interactions. 

Question Intimacy affects two question pairs for three dependent 
. 	. 

- 	variables, chair position, length of verbal response and maintained 

- 
-- gaze. Of these effects, chair position is seemingly paradoxical, 

since the direction of effects during the last block is the reverse of 

that during the first block. The effect is best discussed in terms of 

the Monitor by Intimacy Interaction. The remaining two effects of Intimacy 

are straightforward. First, people talk more in response to neutral 

questions than in response to intimate ones during the first block of 

questions. It would seem that early on intimacy begets uptightness. 

Second, subjects maintain eye gaze more for neutral than for intimate 

questions, a finding in line with those of Libby (1971). Apparently 

one may-compensate for intimacy of topic by reducing ocular intimacy. 

• Effects of Apparent ClosenesS of,:. Interviewer  Image are especially • 

Important in view of the aiMs of the study lo unraveL the châracteristics 

- 	of electronic.co-presence. By the second Block, «When; as wè have pre- . 
- • 

viously learned, lens setting behaviour.has become relatively stable, 

subjects compensate for changes in interviewer's image size by corresponding 

changes in their own image size'. That is -, they.tend to match  their own, 

picture size to that of their interviewer, just as in face-to-face 

behaviour physical approach by one partner which naturally increases the 

size of his  Image for the other is necessarily complemented by a corres-

ponding change in the size of the other's  image for him. 
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The Monitor Location by Intimacy interaction upon chair position 

Is indeed intriguing since, on the surface it appears to contradict any 

rational explanation. When  sel f-view  monitors are present, and 

more especially when present on the right side of Interviewer's imace, 

. . the significant effects of intimacy during Block 1 are precisely the 

opposite of the significant effects of intimacy during Block 2. During 

Block 1, as anticipated, intimate questions produce greater distance of 

_ 	chair position from the monitor carrying the interviewer's image. However, 

° 	during Block 2, to our surprize, it is the neutral  questions  that produce 

- greater distance. A paradox? An uncanny example of a rare event? 

Probably not  ai-  all! Reference to Figure 5 will aid interpretation. 

It will be recalled that there are four orders of question set, two 

begin with neutral questions during Block I and end with intimate questions 

Block 2; the . other two begin with intimate questions during 

Block 1 and end with neutral questionSAdrfng Block 2. It would  • eem that 

- 'there may be a natural flow of interview Content which when observed 

- -,..- by the interviewer, leads to greater immediacy or psycholoaical closeness; _ .._., 

but which, when not followed, leads to coolness and distance. Thus be- ' 

ginning an interview with neutral questions, followed by more intimate 

ones may produce an impréssion of increasing personal interest and carina; 

- 

while beginning an interview with  intimate  questions, followed by neutral 

ones, may produce an impression of abrasive intrusiveness, followed by 

retreat and rejection. This latter sequence, especially when a cooperative in-

terviewee has reacted to premature Intimacy with honest attempts at self-

disclosure, would seem logically to lead lo  érection  of barriers to 

communication by the interviewee who perceives himself as rejected. 
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Figure 5 shows that when an interview begins with neural questions, 

regardless of Apparent Distance of Interviewer image, Interviewee's 

chair  position Is relatively close and becomes  doseras questions switch 

to topics of greater intimacy. However, when the interview begins 

with intimate questions, interviewee's chair position is relatively 

distant and either remains so, or becomes more distant as questions 

become more neutral. 

The Monitor Location by Intimacy, by Closeness interactIon is 

significant for looking at the interviewer at the beginnino cf the answer 

to a question and for the closely related variable, maintainance of eye 

gaze. Duncan tests show that the Patterns of differences for the two 

variables are similar. However no neat interpretation cones to mind. 

The greatest frequency of lookino at the interviewer occurs for monitor 

right, neutral, far; monitor absent, neutral, close; and monitor absent, 

Intimate far . conditions. The least frequncy of looking occurs for 

monitor leff, intimate, far; monitor Jeft, intimate,,;close; and monitor 

absent, intimate, close. It is difficult to interpre:F thiS interaction 

beyond the simple pattern shown by the main effects of monitor location 

and intimacy. If there is a pattern we have failed to detect it. 

Additional sipnificant effects are the Monitor Location x Pairs 

interaction upon duration of verbal response, the Intimacy x airs 

interaction upon time to offset of verbal response, and the Closeness x 

Pairs interaction upon  time  to onset of verbal response. No interpretable 

patterns for these effects are apparent. 
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Analyses of Verbal  Dependent Measures  

Each of the five verbal dependent measures consisted of a number 

• of questionnaire items.. In order.to  identify'the major dimensions under-

tying responses to . the Items of . each instrument principal components 

. 	analysis were performed—one for each instrument. The resulting factors 

.with elgenvalues greater than one were subjected  to varimax rotation- . 
› 

An item  was considered te leaden a uniquely factor if. Its IOading 

WaS at least . .40 and was .20 higher than its loading on any other factors. 

Items which loaded .40 or greater on morè.than one factor were considered 

to  have  mixed loadings. Tables.reporting the principle component analyses 

- 	list the items in order of their unique loadings on factors; starting with 

the first factor; exed loading items  are  listed after thosa'With unique 

loadings, Factor names begin with description of the positive pole.of 

the factor. Factor scores, along with individual scale items were sub, . 

jected to analyses of variance analogous to . those of behavioural dependent 

• 
Ineasures, and the significant mean effectsTesulting from these analyses, 

. along with results.of Duncan Multiple Range,tests*to' identify significantly 

'different means are reported. In general; reSults are presented  only  if . 

both a factor score and at least one item loading on the factor yielded 

significant results. 

Scale 1: My feelings about myself during the last block of questions. 

The principle components analysis of the six items of this scale 

Is reported in Table 5. For this analysis the four different adminis-

trations of the sa!re item were treated as separate cases in order to 

yield four factor scores for each subject amenable to analyses of variance 



TABLE 5 

Principal Oomponents ,Analysis Showing  Factor  Loadrngs After 

Varimax  Rotation of the Six Items of Scale 1 (My feelings 

About Myself During the Last Block of Ouestions) 

Factor Loadings 

Factor 	Item 	I 	II 	111 	Mean 

1 	I. Tense vs. calm 	-0.93 	0.00 	-0.07 	4.45 

2. At ease vs. nervous 	0.91 	0.08 	0.16 	3.48 

F 	3. Ugly vs. beautiful 	-0.00 	-0.86 	-0.03 	3.95 

4. Goodlooking vs. 

Plain 	 0.06 	0.86 	0.02 	4.35 

1 	5. Told truth vs. told 

Lies 	0.09 	0.01 	0.79 	2.07 

• 6. Dishonest vs. Honest 	-0.11 	-0.04 	-0.77 	6.20. 

• 
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to Identify lime effects. From Table 5 it may be seen that there 

were ihree factors, named as follows: I. Nervous tension vs. Calm 

Ease; II. Ugly plainness vs. Good looking beauty; III. Dishonest 

Lying vs. Honest Truth Telling. Each factor was uniquely identified. 

by two items loading .77 or higher. 

Table 6shows the significantly different means resulting from an 

analysis of variance of the effects of self-view monitor location, 

order of intimacy and distance (both between subject effects), 

blocks of question sets and trials (both within subject effects). The 

levels of monitor location, order and block effects are as before. There 

were two levels of trials consisting of the two administrations of Scale 

I fter each two pairs of question sets. In view of the interesting 

and hard to Interpret effects of monitor location and order upon 

behavioural dependent measures an exception to the general rule of reporting 

only effects significant for factor scores and at least on item loading 

on the factor will be made. 

Location of Self-view monitor significantly affected only one item, 

tense vs. calm, the differences among the means suggesting that subjects 

experienced greater tension when  -He  monitor was located on the left, 

than when it was on the right or absent. 

Significant differences appeared among order effects for the good-

looking vs. plain scale, which unreported previous studies suegest is 

a major component of self-ratings of self esteem under circumstances 

such as prevailed in the present study. The pattern of differences helps 



	

Tense 	At ease Ugly 	Good 	Told 	Dis- 	Factor  Factor  Facto - 

	

vs. 	vs. 	vs. 	Looking Truth 	honest Score 	Score 	Score 

	

Calm 	Nervotis 	Beauti- 	vs. 	vs. 	vs. 	I 	11 	III 
. 	 fui 	Plain 	Told 	Honest 

. 	 Lies 

Monitor 	Right 4.56ab  

	

Left 	3.92b 	 . 
• None 	4.89a 	

. 

Block 	1 	4.15 	 6.15 	0:17 
• 2 	4.77 	 0 - 	6.45 	-0.20 

Order #1 Block 	 4.33b  
• 2 	 3.92c  

Order #2 Block 	I 	 4.54b 

	

- 2 	 4.50
b  

Order #3 Block 	.1 	 4.42b 

	

2 	 3.92e 	• 	
. 

Order #4 Block 1 	1 	 4.67b 

	

2 	 5.173  

Trial 	1 	 6.21 	0.10 
6.48 	-0.13 
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TABLE 6 

Significant Mean Effects from AnalysiS of Variance of Effects 

-of,Monitor Location, Ouestion Order, Blocks and Trials Uponi 

Items and Factor Scores of Scale I (My feelings about Myself 

During'the Last Block of Questions).  



reinforce our interpretation of significant differences among orders 

for chair position. Specifically, when an order béginS with a block 

. of neutral questions •and  chances to intimate ones (orders l and 3 .) - 	• 

subjects experience themselves as significantly more good looking durino 

the second block of questions; when an order begins with intirate 

questions and changes during the second block to neutral questions, 

subjects experience themselves as at least as plain or plainer. The 

interpretation seemto parallel and reinforce that suggested for 	
› 

Monitor x Intimacy effects upon chair pdsition. It again seems as if 

the start with neutral items may be the common form of opening a re-

lationship and that when opened in this way the switch to more intimate 

items may'be taken as increasing interest and concern for aetting to 

know the interviewee. However, the opening with intimate items, switchina 

to neutral ones may come across as socially Inappropriate intrusiveness 
--- 

followed, after self-disclosure by the interviewee, by rejection and 

..-,... 	coldness. 	 .. 	- .  
, 	• ,-- 

' 	- • .e. . 	. ' 	. 	.. 
FinallY, the significant block and trial effects, conforming to 

Item, help elucidate the previous finding that subjects kept re-adjustinc 

their lens setting during the first block of questions, but seemed to 

leave it alone more during the second block. We now learn that subjects 

experienced themselves as less tense, more calm and more at ease as time 

passed during the experiment, both from trial to trial within blocks, 

and from one block to the next. 

Table 7 shows the significantly different means resulting from 

an anatysis of variance of the effects of Monitor Location, Ouestion 

v 

the rule of - significance for both a factor score and a correspondina 
• 

I 	- 
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TABLE 7 

• - Significant Mean Effects from Analysis of Variance'of-the_Eflects of 

~ Monitor Location, Question Intimacy, and Closeness of Interviewer 

• Image'Llpon the Items and Factor Scores of Scale I ( 	Feelings About 

• • Myself During the Last Block of Questions) 

Tense At ease Ugly 	Good 	Told 	Dis- 	Factor Factor Factor 

vs. 	vs. 	vs. 	Looking Truth 	honest Score 	Score 	Score 

Cairn 	Nervous Beauti- 	vs. 	vs. 	vs. 

ful 	Plain 	Told 	Honest 	I 	il 	III 

Lies 

Triai Set 

f I 	Intimate 	Far 	4.75a 	2.675 	 -0.365  
- 	 Close 	3.50a5 	4.00a 	 0.53a 

 Neutral 	Far 	3.25b 	4.58a 	 0.72a  

	

Close 	4.08ab 	3 . 67ab 	 0.22a' 

- . b 
 -. #2 	Monitor Right 	4.69a 	

3.38ab 	 . 	 -0.09 

	

Left 	3.63b 	4.25a 	 0.54a 

	

None 	4.88a 	3.00b  

	

Intimacy I 	Intimate 	4.83 	 . 

.. 	Neutral 	3.96 	 . 	. 

,- 	• 	 : 
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Intimacy, and Interviewer Image Closeness (all between subject effects). 

Separate analyses were performed for each of the four separate ad-

ministrations of Scale 2. The table is quite small because significant 

effects were confined to Trial sets 1 and 2 and to Factor 1, Nervous 

Tension vs. Calm Ease. 

• 	The most straightforward results occured for Location of Self-view 

Monitor during Trial set 2. It is evident that during this second quarter 

of the Interview subjects experienced themselves as more tense and 

nervous when the self-view monitor was on the left than when it was 

on the right or absent. It was certainly not anticipated that the 

monitor left condition would create so much more anxiety and worry than 

the other two conditions, nor does It seem obvious why the monitor 

right and monitor absent conditions . seem almost equally conducive to 

calmnesS and being at ease. 

The effects of Ouestion Intimacy and Interviewer Image Closeness 

are interesting and helpful in interpretIng other results, put somewhat: 

unexpected. During Trial I there is no direct main effect of either 

Independent variable. Instead there Is an Intimacy by Closeness inter-

action such that the self is experienced as least tense and nervous 

when the interviewer's image is distant but she is asking intimate  questions! 

The subjects feel more tense and nervous when the interviewer is either 

distant and asking neutral questions or when she is close and asking 

Intimate questions! Ey the second Trial set the picture had become 

less complex, but still unpredicted. Subjects simply report themselves 

as feeling less tense and more at ease..after intimate  questions  than after 
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neutral questions. This evidence does not strongly support interpretations 

of previous results depending upon the notion that intimate auestIons 

during the first Block of question sets were taken as inappropriately 

intrusive. However, it does appear that intimate questions became 

increasingly more relaxing, If not relatively enjoyable, as the first 

Block of questions progressed. Indeed, it must be remembered that the 

second administration of Scale I occurred after the end of the first 

Block of questions at which time subjects were already repositionina 

their chairs In anticipation of the second Block. Moreover, the intimate 

questions were described as "personal and perhaps enbarrassing". Emphasis 

on the personal aspect could lead subjects to think of them as more 

Involving and caring, relative to their typical interactions with the 

Impersonal bureaucracy of the administration of the university. 

Scale 2: My perceptions about the interviewer during the last block  

of questions.  The principal components analysis of the six items of this 

scale is reported in Table 9. For this analysis the four eafferent 

administrations of the same items were treated as seRarate cases just 

as for Scale I. For this scale only two factors emerged: I. Distant 

Smallness vs. Detailed Closeness; and II. Reliable Honesty vs. Undependable 

Dishonestly ,  Factor I was identified by four items, three of which loaded 

.88 or higher; Factor II was identified by two items loading .79 or 

higher. 

Table 8 shows the significantly different means resulting from an 

analysis of variance of the effects of self-view monitor location, order 

of intimacy and distance (both between subject effects), blocks of 

question sets and trials (both within subject effects). Levels were a 
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'TABLE 8 

Principal Components Analysis Showing - Factor Loading After Varimax 

Rotation of the Six Items of Scale 2 (My Perceptions About the 

Interviewer  During the Last Block of Questions) 

factor 	Item 	 Factor Loadings 	Mean 

. 	 1 	II -_---__ 	  

Near 	vs. 	Far 	 0.89 	0.00 	3.75 

Image was Large vs. 	Image was small 	0.89 	-0.00 	3.99 

Distant vs. Close 	 -0.88 	-0.03 	4.17 

. 	image Showed many details vs. 	Image showed few 
'Details 	 0.60 	-0.08 	3.71 

.11 	Undependable vs. 	Reliable 	 0.07 	0.81 	5.58 

- 	Honest vs. Dishonest 	 0.10 	-0.79 	2.30 

-  
° 	. 	. 

a. 	 ' 



3.29b 
5.13a  

3.e 
5.25 a  
4.88ab 

2.7I c  

5.08a 
 2.50c 1 

3.69
c  

4.06
bc  

3.94
bc  

3.81 bc 

4.63a 
 4.06bc  

4.19b 
 4.06bc  

4638 , 
4.25au  

3.69 c 
 3.69c  

' 

;Order 1 

I 

2 
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- 	. 	TABLE 9 

• significant Mean Effects from Analysis of Variance of Effects of Monitor 

Location, Question Order, Blocks and Trials Upon Items and Factor Scores 

or Scale 2 (My Perceptions about the Interviewer Durrng the Last Block. 

of Questions). 

Image, 
was 1 
Large 1 
vs. 1 

Small 

Distant 
vs. 

Close 

4•83ab 
 3.04d 

4.33bc 
 3. 17cd 

3.Ud 
 4•63ab 

bcd 
3.83 
5.588  

3 •81 ab 

•
4.3e 
3• 19 b  
3 . 75ab 

3•25 ab 
 4.38ab 

A.38
ab 

 4.38
ab 
 

3•38
ab 

 3.00b  

4.678  

2.83b. 

Image 	Undepen- 
Showed dable 
Details Reliable 

vs. 
Few 

Details . 

Near 
vs. 

Far 

	

Order 0 	• 
2 
3 
4 

Block 	1 3.38bc 
2 4.42ab 

Block 	1 3.5Y/  
2 4.888  

Block 	1 4.5485  
2 3.08cd  

	

4 	Block 	1 LdÎ 
2 2.04d 

Monitor Right 

Block 1 
Trial 

Block 2 
Trial 

Left 
Block 1. 

Trial 

Block 2 
. 	Trial 

None Block 1 
Trial 

2 
Block 2 

Trial 

Honest Factor Factor 
vs.  •  Score Score 

Dis- 
honest 	11 

ab 
'0.13 
0.3I a 

 -0.11b 
 -0.25 

„ 
0.62a- 

-0.80 
.0.7Ia 

abc' 
,0.31 
-0.53dd  

0.45a1:1 
 -0.95e  

-0.25 d 
 0.04 

abc 
0.12 

-0.0I c  

0.31 -  
-0.02 c  

abc 
0.17

bc. 0.05 

at 
0.25 
O.ÎSc  

-0.25 d 

1 -0.32 d 
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described for Scale  I.  Significant effects occured for a factor score 

and at least one corresponding item for Orders, Orders x Blocks, and 

Monitor Location, by Blocks by Trials. 

The Order effect is interesting, revealing intimacy effects ugon 

perception of experimental conditions. Specifically, for the two 

orders In which the interviewer's image first appeared as small and 

distant, the average Impression of the interviewer over all four measures 

was as presenting a more distant, less detailed imaae, than when she 

first appeared as large and close. However, this overall impression 

must be qualified by the Order x Blocks interaction which clearly shows 

that impressions of the apparent distance of interviewer's  image  sig-

nificantly matched her actual image size for all blocks of the experiment. 

• 
Indeed, this significant correspondence prevails for all four scales 

associated with the Distance factor. Subjects were indeed aware of the 

distance  manipulation of  Interviewer's Image. 

There Is also a Monitor Location by Blocks by Trials Interaction. 

The interviewer  appeared most distant when the monitdr was on the left 

for Block 1, Trial 1 and when there was no monitor for Block I, Trial 

I. She appeared closest when the self-view monitor was on the right 

for Block 1, Trial I and when there was no monitor for Block 2, Trials 

I and 2. No ready explanation is handly. 

Table 10 shows the significantly different means resultina from an 

analysis of variance of the effects of Monitor Location, Ouestion.Intimacy, 
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and Interviewer Image Closeness (all between subject effects). Separate 

analyses were performed for each of the four separate administrations 

of Scale 2. Significant effects upon Factor II. Reliability-Honesty 

will be described first; followed by effects upon Factor I. Distance. 

During the first Trial set subjects perceived significant 

differences in the reliability of the interviewer, depending upon Monitor 

Location and Question Intimacy. She was perceived as more reliable when 

the monitor was on the left and the questions were intimate. She was 

perceived as least reliable when the monitor was on the right and 

questions were intimate, tio ready explanation is available. 

Effects upon Factor I were more strightforward. Closeness of 

Interviewer Image affected the Distance/Smaliness vs. Detailed Closeness 

factor for all four Trial sets. With each succeedina administration it 

affected more of the corresponding scales. Thus during the first trial 

set differences in interviewer image size were perceived mainly in terms 

of near vs. far and image was small vs. image was larae. By-the second 

trial set the differences were perceived also in terms of distant, vs. 

close. For the third and fourth trial sets the differences in interviewer 

image size were perceived in terms of all three preceding items plus 

image showed many details vs. image showed few details. Moreover the 

perceptions became much more complex by the third and fourth trials. 

That Is, there was a Monitor Location x Ouestion Intimacy x Closeness 

Interaction  such that the interviewer was perceived as farther away 

if her image was in fact srall and (a) the self-view  monitor  was on 

the right or absent and the auestions were neutral or (h) the monitor 

was on the left and the questions were intimate; she was perceived as 
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closer if her image was in fact large and (a) the self-view monitor was 

on the right or absent and the questions were neutral, or (b) the 

monitor was on the left and the questions were intimate. Under other 

circumstances there was no significant difference in perceptions of 

Interviewer's image size! Obviously environmental and psychological 

conditions coloured veridicality of perceptions. Why? Explanation defies 

us at present. 

Scale 3: My feelings about the Mode of Communication. The principal 

components analysis of Scale 3 is given in Table 11. There were eight 

factors: 1. Good and Involving vs. Bad and Useless;  Il.  Easy to 

Understand vs. Hard to Interpret; 111. Secure and Private vs. Public and 

Open to Tampering; IV. Not Tiring vs. Frustrating; V. Hot vs. Cool; 

Vl. Feeling Observed vs. Feeling of Privacy; VII. Colourful vs. Colourless; 

and V111. Simple vs. Complex. The  first four factors were defined by 

unique loadings above .66 of at least two items; the remaining four were 

defined by only one uniquely loading Items.. Ten of the 26 items had mixed 

J. 
loadings.

2 
• • 	0 	, 

"Fable 12 gives the results of an analysis of variance of the effects 

of Monitor Location and Order of intimacy and distance effects. The 

Monitor effects upon Factor Ill are particularly interesting. Evidently 

. both Monitor present conditions are perceived as more secure and private 

than the monitor absent condition which is seen as more public and open 

to tampering! Whatever the disadvantages or distraction caused by the 

presence of continuous feedback of one's own image, it seems to convey that the 

2The ANOVA renorted for Scies 3, 4 and 5 are based on the resnonses of 96 

SS (see Footnote I). It included both monitor location and order of questions, 

however only monitor:location effects are reporte& 



3.50b  

3.56 

4.59a  

Mode of Commùnication 
was Secure vs. Was 
Open to Tampering 

Factor 

Score 

Right 

Left 

None 

Monitor 0.2? 

a 

-0.43 

0.20 0.20 
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TABLE 12 

• 	Significant Mean Effecis frOM Analysfs . of Variance of the 

Effects of Monitor Location and Question Order Upon lters- • 

. 	and Factor Scores of Scale 3 (my ,  Feelings About the Mode 

of Communication) 
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self-impression one thinks one is giving off, is infect being transmitted. 

Effects of Orders and a Monitor by Order interaction are also given 

In the Table but are not readily open to interpretation. 

Scale 4: My feelings about the Interview situation.  The principal 

components analysis of Scale 4 Is given in Table 13. It yielded four 

factors, the first three of which were defined by two items each loading 

.66 or tiigher. The factors were named:  I.  Distractingness of own image 

vs. Helpfulness of Own Image; II. Communicating with Interviewer vs. 

Apartness from interviewer; Ill. Indirectness of Felt Contact with 

Interviewer vs. Directness of Felt Contact with Interviewer; and IV. Look-

away to Right vs. Look-away to Left. 

Table 14 gives the results of an  analysis of variance for the effects 

of Monitor Location and Order of Intimacy and distance effects. Only 

the Monitor Location had significant effects, these being upon Factors 

Il and IV. Subjects apparently were quite well aware of their direction 

of look-away. For monitor location on left they significantly report 

looking away to the right; similarly for the monItor absent condition. 

For monitor location on the right they report looking away to the left. 

This, of course, is exactly what they did. The interpretation is rein-

forced b-y the results for, Factor il  which involve primarily the report of 

whether or not they looked at their own picture. Subjects say they 

avoided looking at their own picture when self-view monitor was con-

tinuously present, but that they did look at it when it was present 

only for a few minutes to orient them to the experiment. Notably, 
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TABLE II 

. Principal Components Analysis Showing Factor Loading After Varimax Rotation of the 26 Items of Scie' 

3  (My  Feelings About the  Iodepf Communication) 

Factor Item Factor *Loading; Men .  

I l  I ii  IV V VI  VII VI II 

I. Mode of Communication was weak vs. Strong 
2. Good vs. bad 
3. Direct vs. Indirect 
4. Useful vs. .Useless 
5. Mode of Communication made me feel involved vs. mode of communication made 

"me feel left out 
6. Pleasant vs. Unpleasant : 

7. Hard to interpret what was meant vs. easy to 'interpret what was meant 
8. Complicated vs. Easy tp undérstand 

9.• Private vs. Public 
10. Mode of Communication was secure vs. mode of communication was open to 

tampering by others. 

11.. Taxing vs. Does not tire me 
12. Frustrates me vs. Is not frustrating 

• 
13. Hot 	vs. 	Cool 	- • 	 • 	• ' 

• 
14.. Made me feel that someone else was constantly aware of wha+ 1 was doing 

	

. vs. Made me feel like 1 was in private 	' 
• 

15. Colourful vs. Colourless 	• 

16. Complex vs. Simple 

17. Artificial vs. True to everyday life 
18. Natural vs. Phoney 
19. A safe way to communicate vs. A dangerous way to communicate 
20. Borine  vs. Leaves me alert 
21. Unenjoyable vs. Enjoyable 

22. Allowed me to take an active role vs. Forced me to take a passive role . 

23. Leayes me uncertain what to thInK and.do vs. Make,s 	ClÇar elet to think 

and do 

24. Leaves me certain as to how I was supposed to respond vs. Leaves me not 

sue as to how I was supposed to respond 

25. Suitable for discussion with close intimate friends vs. Suitable only 
for common gossip 

26. Comfortable V3. Uncomfortable  

0.80 	0.05 	0.08 	0.01 	0.11 -0:13 	0.06 -0.05 	3.99 
-0.72 -0.01 -0.48 -0.17 	-0.10 -0.04 	0.03 	0.07 	3.52 
-0.68 -0.06 	0.08 -0.71 	0.03 -0.08 -0.17 	0.00 	3.39 
-0.61 -0.23 	0.08 -0.03 	-0.01 	0.16 -0.16 	0.05 	3.54 

	

-0.61 -0.04 -0.33 -0.15 	0.03 -0.18 -0.20 	0.40 	3.72 

	

-0.55 -0.02 -0.25 -0.33 	-0.16 	0.21 -0.34 	0.01 	3.67 

0.16 	0.84 	0.14 -0.05 	-0.14 -0.11 	0.01 	0.04 	4.85 
-0.05 	0.66 -0.22 	0.34 	-0.09 	0.16 	0.22 	0.16 	5.41 

0.02 	0.08 -0.78 -0.04 	0.09 	0.19 -0.14 	0.13 	3.81 

	

-0.07 -0.02 -0.77 -0.14 	-0.05 -0.02 -0.25 	0.08 	3.89 

0.02 	0.13 -0.09 	0.75 	-0.29 	0.04 -0.09 -0.06 	5.05 
0.37 	0.07 	0.14 	0.67 	0.24 -0.05 	0.05 	0.05 	4.65 

-0.11 	0.04 -0.05 	0.03 	-0.82 -0.09 -0.15 	0.08 	4.39 

0.08 	0.08 	0.05 	0.05 	-0.14 -0.80 -0.01 	0.16 	3.02 

-0.27 -0.14 -0.16 	0.05 	-0.15 	0.00 -0.76 	0.05 	5.07 

0.13 	0.20 -0.03 	0.14 	-0.41 -0.06 	0.17 	0.67 	4.65 

0.61 	0.14 	0.42 	0.02 	0.05 	0.20 -0.09 	0.27 	3.24 

-0.55 -0.11 -0.63 -0.03 	-0.13 -0.20 	0.01 -0.10 	4.02 

	

-0.48 -0.10 -0.58 -0.27 	-0.22 	0.05 	0.22 -0.05 	3.99 
0.41 	0.12 	0.34 	0.21 	0.34 	0.39 	0.18 -0.01 	5.03 
0.55 	0..l4' 	0.45 	-0.01 	-0.11 	0.15 	0.06 	4.67 

-0.50 -0.07 -0.17 -0.07 	0.16 	-0.18 -0.17 	0.64 	3.90 

0.15 	0.53 -0.09 	0.47 	0.31 	-0.23 -0.00 -0.01 	4.26 

	

-0.07 -0.55 -0.12 -0.12 	-0.23 	0.55 -0.02 	0.12 	4.05 

-0.16 	0.08 -0.24 -0.38 	-0.07 	-0.24 -0.41 -0.18 	3.32 

-0.29 -0.13 -0.28 -0.50 	-0.03 	0.31 -0.40 -0.05 	4.10 



TABLE 2 
• 

Combined Analyses of Variance Tables Showing Effects of Monitor Location (Right, Left, & .Mone) 

-.Order of Experimental Effects (Question intimacy and Apparent  Distance of Interviewer), 

Blocks of Question Sets (Two Blocks)", and Question  Sets  (Four Sets  per block)  Upon the Sixteen 

• Dependent.Measures 

d.f. 	Proxemic Behaviour 	Verbal Behavlour 	 Ocular 
Down 

Lens 	Chair 	Onset of 	Length of 	Offset 	Looklng at 	Looking at 	Maints 	Up 	 "Up-Down 	Right 	Left 	Rloht-Left 	Looking at 

- 	
Setting 	Position 	Verbal 	Verbal 	of 	 Interviewer IntervIewer 	

Self (beginning 

Response 	Response 	Verbal 	• 	(beginning 	(during 	
answer) 

Response
. 	

answer) 	answer) 

Monitor (M) 4 	2 	- 1.81 	2.24 	6.83** 	7.06** 	4.95e- 	6.70** 	I.64r 	3:17 	2.90 	4.74* 	_4.50* 	9.44** 	11.52** 	12.59** 	2 .00 

î 	• 
Order (0) 	. 	3 	1.96 	2.95* 	0.17 	2.35 	1.34 	0.52 	0.61 	0.44 	0.21 	0.67 	0.23 	0.75 	1.67 	1.33 	0.67 

M X 0 	 6 	1.16 	2.62* 	1.69 	1.06 	1 - 15 	' 	2.44* 	1.41 	2.08 	1.21 	2.87* 	1.85 	2.61* 	0.99 	2.15 	0.67 

Subjects/M01 
a 

Blocks (B) 	.u. 	1 	9.00** 	5.96* 	0.63 	8.83** 	6.12* 	0.02 	2.74 	0.01 	1.82 	0.01 	0.57 	6.93 	0.61 	3.46 	2.00 

-.4 
M X B 1 	2 	1.40 	0.13 	0.22 	3 . 59* 	1 - 35 	1.02 	0.45 	1.59 	4.38* 	0.89 	2.89 	1.76 	1.58 	2.02 	2.00 

J.  

0  X B 	4 	 3 	2.39 	1.30 	1.41 	1.29 	0.20 	2.59 	2.91 	7.59** 	4.75* 	1.02 	3.24* 	1.35 	3.41* 	0.31 	0.67 

- 	. 	
2.92** 	4.30** 	0 .&7  

14 X0XB - 	6 	3.29* 	1.05 	0.01 	0.52 	0.23 	0.48 	0.65 	1.67 	2.66* 0.58 	1.71 	3.88** 

SB/M0 	if. 	36 

Tria1s (T) 	 3 	5.22** 	4.05** 	2.89* 	2.01 	2.62 	
0.69 	

0.26 	0.64 	0.12 	0.58 	0.18 	- 	0.58 	0.19 	0.44 	0.67 

M X T 	 6 	0.79 	1.18 	1.07 	1.83 	1-48 	0.49 	0.91 	0.99 	0.34 	0.41 	0.47 	0.91 	0.90 	0.62 	0.67 

0 X T 	 9 	0.51 	2.29* 	2.36 	0.51 	1.78 	0.53 	0.35 	1.00 	1.29 	0.6! 	.0.96 	0.87 	0.59 	0.86 	1.11 

MXOXT 	 18 	1.15 	1.93* 	1.12 	1.60 	0.74 	0.82. 	0.72 	1.12 	0..46 	0.67 	0.45 	0.83 	0.87 	0.93 	1.11 

S711/0 	 108 	
. 

B X T 	 3 	4.57* 	1.06 	0.16 	1.92 	0.55 	1.051 	0.32 	0.94 	2..q: 	2.53 	_3.48* 	3.60* 	1.19 	2.32 	0.67 

MXBXT 	 6 	0.92 	0.43 	0.58 	. 	1.40 	0.55 	0.86‘ 0 60 	0 96 	0 24 	
1.16 	0.42 	1.59 	0.51 	0.78 	0.67.  

_ 	
. . .. 	. 

	

1.50 	1.48 	0.69 	1.06 	0.60 	 Lit 

OXBXT 	 9 	0.77 	• 	0.73 	.1.67 	0.75 	1.56 	1.29 	1.73 	1.70 	1.08 . 	0.54 	0.77 	1.43 	0.60 
MXOXBXT 	18 	1.41 	1.20 	1.24 	0.73 	0.91 	1.13 	1.33 	0.770 

82 	 0.90 	1.11 

sBTP,0 	 108 

'men squares fo 	error  ternis are: 	Subjects/ ,10 



TABLE 3 

. Means for Significant Effects of Monitor location, Blocks of Question Sets and 

. 	Question Sets ufion the Behavioural Dependent Variables» - 	* 

Prox6mic BehavioUr 	Verbal Behaviour 	_ 	Ocular Behaviour 	•  
, 	• 

Lens 	Chair 	pnset of 	Lenath 	Offset 	Looking 	. 	Maints 	Up 	' 	Down' I*Up- 	'Right 	Left 	Richt-Left 

Settina 	Position 	Verbal 	of 	of 	at Inter- 	• 	Down 

Response 	Verbal 	Verbal 	viewer 
Response 	Respone 	(Begin 	• 	1 

	

. 	 . 

Monitor (M) 	Right 	21 5 	2I a 	42a 	44a 	2! 	1408 	325 	
736 	-42 5 

	

Left 	 30a 	• 	15b 	458 	20E) 	• 	30ab 	3ba 	.80a 	3gb 	41 	a 

	

None 	 2Ib 	lib 	33b 	428 	438 	_3b 	70a 	3ib 	39 8  

Block 	(B) 	1 " 	19 	59 	- 	14 : 	38 	 57 

21 	. 62 	18 	. 	43 	 64 - 

M X B 	Right 	'Bi 	 175 	 588b  

. 

	

62 	 258 	 638  

'Left 	• BI 	 135c 	 686  

. 

 

	

62 	
171) 	 52b 

None 	Bi 	
ilc 	 4I c  

	

-- 62.- 	 119 	
39c 

Trial 	(T) 	I 	19b 	59E 	23b 

	

2' 	208 	
60uc 	. 	24ab 

	

3 	21a 	' 	6Iab 	. 	24ab. 

	

4' 	206 	.61a 	268  
d 

, B X T 	BI 	Ti 	18 	 . 	 585 	593  

	

T2 	19ca' 	 e38 	47b 

	

T3 	2I 	65a 

	

T4 	20. 	573b  

	

- 

	

62 	Ti 	21 85 	 * 	Pab 	60a 

	

T2 	228 	 17b: 	696  
. 	3 	22ab 	

p3ab 	628 

	

4 	206be 	 278 	663  
. 	 , 

.Sicnificance•of Results Based on Table 1, order of experimental effects are omitted,and given 
to rounding, some differences disappeared, 
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6 	

201
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6 	
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102 	108 	I IC 
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.2loseness 	(C) 	 Far 	 18 	18 	
. 

	

Close 	, 	25 	24 

	

6 	U. 	I. 	.. 	1,, 	 06, 

'' X 	1 	Ri ant 	Intimate 	 71 	72 	56 	56 - 	186 	 273 
b, 

	

Neutral 	 51b 	53b 
	

71 	I 99 b 	214 

	

ab 	ab 	4,4. 	b‘. 	' 	, 	 fibc 

Left 	 Int (mate 	 63 	66 	56 	59 	351 	 263 

	

I. 	b  

	

Neutral 	 58 	55 	68 	70 	225 1' 	 336 

	

6 	pb`  
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Last Block of Questions). 

333 

TABLÉ 10 

' . Significant Mean Effects From Analysis of Variance of the.Effects of Monitor 

, Location, Question Intimacy, and Closeness of Interviewer Image Upon the Items 

and Factor Scores of Scale 2 (Fbi Perceptions about the Interviewer During ihe • 

-______ ........, 
. 	Near 	Image 	Distant Image 	Undepen- 	Honest Factor 	Factcir 

vs'. 	- VMS 	vs. 	Showed 	dable vs. 	vs. 	Score 	SCOPE! 

Far 	Large 	Close 	many 	Reliable 	Dis- 

	

vs. 	 details 	 honest 	1 	ti 
' 	Small 	 vs. 	 . 

• Few 	 . 
Details 

• 

	

Trial Set I 	
, 

	

Closeness 	. • 	".- 	Far 	4.63 	5.04 	 5.42 	 . 	0.39 

	

' Close 	342 	3.58 	 6.08 	 -0.17 

	

Monitor Rt. 	Intimatd' 	 4.75b - 	 -0.45b 
'Neutral 	 6.38e 	 0.2385  

	

Lt. 	Intimate 	 6.25e 
Neutral 	 5.50eb  • 

	

None 	Intimate' 	 6.00a 	
-01:53eb 
0.2901' 

Neutral 	 5.63ab 	 -0.12ab 

Trial Set 	II 

	

Closeness 	Far. 	4.13 	4.92 	3.63 	 0.37 

	

Close ' 	3.17 	3.33 	4.75 	 -0.27 

Trial Set Ill 

' 	..Closeness 	• 	Far 	5.04 	5.33 	.3.04 	4.38 	 0.76 

	

Close 	2.58 	2.54 	5.04 	2.83 	 .70.74 

	

Monitor Rt. 	Intimate 	abc 	abc 	•abc 

	

Far 	4.75 	5.00 - 	3.50
cd 

0.54 
bode 

Close 	31..)-5g 	3ge 	2.75d 	' 	 0.01 
Neutral 

	

Far 	6.50 a 	6.008 	2.25 d, 
. 	Close 	I.25d 	175e 	- 6.25 8' 	2Ifeb  

	

Lt. 	Intimate 

Far 	6.25ab 6.508, 	2.00 d 	 1.53a 	: 
Close 	2.50cd 2.- 50'e' 6.00 e'

, c 
	 -0.9 9f  

l 
Natif rai 	abc 	abcd 	bcd 	 abcd 

Far 	'4.50 	4.25 	1,:a 	0.21 

, Close 	3I?95 	g.(3 	4.00 	 -egei  

	

None, Intimate 	Far 	3.50cd' elne 	3.1e 	
. 	

olf6ge 

	

Close 	2.75c0  2.25' 	ele 	ele 
ab 

	

Neutral 	 Far 	4.e 	.5.7519 	3.00d 	 0.90 

	

Close 	I.50 d 	2.259 	6.500 	 1.30ef  

Trial 	IV 	 , 

	

Closeness 	Far 	4.25 	5.04 	3.17 	4.38 	 0.56 

•
Close 	2.54 	2.67 	5.17 	3.00 	 0.74 

Monitor, Right Intimate 	
' 

0.54abc  

	

Far 	 4.25
ab  

abcd 
. 	Close 	 3.75eb 	 -0.12 

ab 

	

Neutral 	Far 	 4.25 	 I.128  

	

Close 	 1.75
b 	

-I.58e  

' 	Left 	Intimate 	 . 

	

For 	 5.500 	 1.048  

	

I Close 	 2.70 	 e.e 
abcd 

• Neutral 	For 	 3.25ab 	 0.06 

	

- 	Close 	 4.009b 	eg°  

	

None 	Intimate eh 	 abcd 

	

Far 	 3.?.5 	 , -0.02 

	

'ab 	 cde 

	

Close'. 	 3.25 	 -0.85 

	

Neutral 	Far 	 5.758, 	 0.74 ab  
, 	. 	b 

	

Close 	 2.50 	 -1.14 de  

, 	 
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TABLE 13 

Principal Components Analysis Showing Factor Loading After Varimax Rotation of the Eight Itéms of Scale 
• 	 4 

(My Feel 1 ngs About the Interview Si tuati on). 

Factor 	 Item 	 Factor Loadinns 	 tv.e a n 

11 	1H 	1 

	

: 	Seeing my own image made me relax 	vs. 	seeing my own Image made me nervous 	 0.87 	0.16 	-0.09 	-0.15 	4.75 

	

. 	Seeing my own picture was distracting vs. seeing my own !Picture was helpful 	 -0.79 	0.17 	-0.25 	-0.12 	3.91 

	

. 	1 	felt my 	interviewer sensed how I was reacting vs. 	I 	felt my interviewer did not sense how I 
was reacting 	 -0.33 	0.78 	0.05 	-0.09 	2.33 

	

4. 	I 	looked at my interviewer 	vs. 	I 	avoided looking at My 	interviewer 	 0.28 	0.66 	-0.08 	0.46 	2.10 

	

. 	I 	felt the 	interviewer was never talking directly to me vs. 	I 	felt the Interviewer was speaking 
directly to me 	 -0.09 	-0.19 	-0.82 	-0.13 	6.07 

	

. 	1 	felt my interviewer was uncertain whether I was 	listening vs. 	I 	felt my 	interviewer was 
certain whether I was 	listening 	 -0.05 	0.07 	-0.82 	0.09 	5.66 

V 	7. 	1 	looked away to the 	left vs. 	I 	looked away: to the right 	 -0.09 	-0.01 	0.04 	0.96 	4.17 

Mixed 	a . 	I 	looked at my own picture vs. 	I 	avoided 	l'oeking at my own !picture 	 0.37 	0.49 	0.18 	-0.05 	3.94 

, 



Principe! ComPonentS AndlYsis Showing ' Factor  Loading After Varimax Rotation of the Nine items of 8cale 5. biiy Behaviour 
' 	- 

During thé Experiment? . 

Factor 	 Item _ 	Factor L6adings 	Me a n 
1 	1 	III 	IV  

	

. 	Perceived no cues as to how I was expected to behave vs. perceived and obeyed cues from 
which 	I 	inferred how 	I 	was expected to behave 	 -0.78 	-0.01 	-0.18 	0.02 	3.49 

	

. 	Perceived and acted on cues indicating how to appear well adjusted vs 	perceived no 
cues as to how to go about appearing well 	adjusted 	 0.62 	0.16 	-0.17 	-0.14 	4.56 

	

II 	3. 	Leaned over backwards to be honest so the experimenter will not draw erroneous  conclu- 
sion vs 	tried to respond so the experimenter will 	draw erroneous conclusions 	-0.00 	-0.83 	0.10 	-0.02 	2.73 

	

. 	Tried to provide data of no use to science or the pxperimenter vs. tried to provide 
data of use to science or to the experimenter 	 0.11 	0.72 	0.15 	0.18 	5.19 

	

III 	5. 	Tried not to bias the outcome of the study one way or another vs. behaved as 	I felt, 
letting my own prejudices 	influence me 	 -0.18 	-0.16 	-0.79 	0.05 	4  . 6 5 

	

. 	Had no suspicions about true purpoSe of the study vs. had suspicions about true purpose 
of the study 	 -0.43 	-0.20 	e.67 	0.09 	3.58 

	

IV 	7. 	Wanted to give data that would displease the experimenter vs. wanted to  cive data would 
please the experimenter 	 -0.06 	0.14 	-0.06 	0.71 	4.66 

Mixed 	8. 	Had my  on  Ideas about what the study would show if correctly interpreted vs. 
had no idea what the study would show if correctly interpreted 	 0.57 	-0.11 	-0.05 	0.59 	4.09 

	

. 	Unconcerned with giving impression of competence vs 	perceived and obeyed cues which 
indicated what to do to appear competent 	 -0.44 	0.17 	0.28 	0.60 	3.95 
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TABLE 14 	. 

fican-r Mban Effects from AnalySis of Variance of the 

Effects Of MOnitor  Location and Question Order Upon Items 

and Factor Scores of Scale 4 (My Feelings .about the ' 

- 	I nterview  Situation) 

I 	looked 	I 	looked 	Factor 	Factor 

- 	to the 	at my own 	Score 	Score 
left vs. 	picture 

to the 	vs. avoided 	Il 	IV 

richt 	looking 
- 	  

Monitor 	Right 	3.638 	4.258 	0.168 	-0 044b 

Left 	4.69 8 	4.50a 1 	0.238 	0.348  

None 	4.19
ab b  

3.06b 	-0.39 	0.098  

.tn 



however, theyAo not report strongly - looking :away from thei.rown picture, 

rather'theysay they looked toward lt lnrthe monitor - absent condition 

when it was only briefly - present. 

Sale 5: . My Behavidur:During the Experiffient: 	This  caie was 

included as a standard check on sUbjectS'lehaviour during-the:experiment 

and attitudes toward the experiment which,may have in-fluended'their behaviour. 

It was administered in conjunction with debriefing as it, insofar as 

It yields valid information, obviously requires subjects to step out 

of role and be honest in sharing their perceptions of their expectations 

and motivations during their participation in the interview. The 

principal components analyses shown in Table 15 yielded four factors: 

I. Perceived No Cues to Expected Behaviour vs. Perceived and Obeyed 

Cues; 11. Desire to Provide Useful Data vs. Effort to Give Misleading 

Data; 111. Deliberate Attempts Not to Bias Data vs. Unsuspicious Free 

Rein to Behaviour; and IV. Desire to Please Experimenter vs. Desire to 

Displease the Experimenter. Evidently strong experimental effects of these 

variables would  cas-t-  doubt upon the validity of the data of the experiment. 

Table 16 contains significant means resulting from the analysis of 

variance for the effects of Monitor Location and Order of Intimacy and Dis-

tance effects. Monitor Location affects Factor 11, suggesting that 

Placement of self-view monitor may affect whether or not subiects try 

to provide useful data. A :glance at the means for the only item with 

significant results, "Leaned over backwards to be honest so the expe'rimenter.  

.will not - draw erroneous conclusions vs.-  tried to reSpond so the experimenter 

will draw erroneous conclusions" shoWsthat all means are low;:that is, 



Right 

Left 

-None 

Vibrator 3.I3a 

 2.78ab  

2.28P 
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.TABLE 16: 

SIsnificant Mean Effects from Analysis - of Variance of theElfects', 

of Vbnitor Location and question Order Upon Items and Factor Scores 

Of-S,cale 5:(My Behavrour During the. gxperiment), 

Factor Score  II  Leaned:Over Backwards 
sà,expérlmenter will 

 not draw erroneous 
conclusions;ys.-  
draw erroneous  
conclusions 

h 

-0.06ab 

 0.38a  
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all subjects, regardless of monitor condition, say that they tried at 

least somewhat to be honest and avoid giving erroneous data. Differences 

reflect degrees of effort to be honest rather than contrasts of honesly 

with dishonest. The significant Monitor Location effects may thus 

be interpreted as indlcatina that although subjects tried somewhat tc) 

provide useful data when the monitor was located on the right, they tried 

significantly harder when there was no moni-torat all. When the monitor 

was on the left their effort was in-between. Since other results have 

suggested that subjects may have been more relaxed in the monitor right 

condition it may be that the more  reasonable interpretation o the 

present results is that these subjects -did not feel so great a need as the 

more anxious subjects to "lean over backwards to be honest." 



DISCUSSION AND 'CONCLUSIONS 

The•results may be discussed in terms:of the similarities .and . 

differences.between the nonverbal dynamics of electronic co-preSence . 

are physical co-presence (face-to-face - interaction). Perhapr the lead-

inF approximation to a theoretical base for understanding nonverbal be- • 

haviour in the face-to-face situation is the Argyle-Dean.hypotheeis.of. 

intimacy'equilibrium (Argylè and Dean., 1965) which may be rephrased . as 

ztatinethat  for a given level of,intimacy between two people in a 

face-to-face encounter, an increase in nonverbal behnviour implying • 

greater or lesser intimacy will be compensated by a correSponding oppo-

site change in some other form of nonverbal behaviour , so as to maintain.' 

the.given level of intimacy. There appear to be a -Lleast three aspects 

of intimacy equilibrium: 1) mithin-modal Compensation. For example,• 

. physi  cal  approach may be Compensated by phySical retreat, an increase 

in looking May be compensated by a decrease  on. the part of the person 

observed. 2) cross-Modal compensation. For example, physical approach 

may be compensated by less frequent looking or by turning the body. 

3) a change in intimacy level may be .compensated by•corresponding 	• 

nonverbal approach or avoidance.' For.example as two people disclose 

more of themselves to each other they may stand., • sit, or ,  lie cleser 

to each other, or look at each other more. These phetiomena have been , 

mell documented by studies of physical co-presenee (e.6„ Aiello, 1972, . 

Patterson, 1973 ). The presentresults suggest that electronic coL-• 

presence is characterized by similar phenomena.but that the range or 

alternatives is different, if not greater. ' We shall consider how each..- 

of the three aspectr . of intimacy equilibrium.was evidenced under ths 

conditions of electronic co-presence and then rroceed to consider some-

effectspeculiar to the elect-onic situation, especially the effects of 

simultaneolis visual feedback of ones ObM nonverbal behaviour. 

Within-modal compensation, translated into terms appropriate for . 

electronic co-pr.:sense was major point of study. When two people 



are physically co-present , !ctunl phynirn:1 ;Ipproach by one of then 

• 	• 	• 
necessarily.bringn the' othen closer to him; thun within-modal compen- 

sation requires physical retreat, while "standing onelc ground" implies 

increased tension or some crocs-modal form of compensation. Electronic 

co-presence entails greater freedom, since approach in the form of 

making one's own image greater by movement toward a camera or by chanc-

ing setting of a zoom camer lens does not necessarily imply a corres-

ponding change on the part of one's partner. Our finding that people 

do indeed make within-modal compensations by matching their image size 

to that of their interviewer raises several questions. Does intimacy 

equilibrium imply discrete zones of personal space rather than a continuum, 

such that approach requires retreat only after exceeding a normal range? 

If so it might be that "standing one's ground" implies a retu-n approach, 

perhaps to explore the boundaries of the present intimacy level. Thus 

matching by our subjects would imply "If you want to come closer I'll 

siguify my own friendly intentions by doing the saine." Certainly, in 

accord with the hypothesis or discrete. degrees of personal space, our 

subjects' matching did not extend to the point of true reciprocation. 

They  did not, on the average, make their oun picture as large or as small 

as that of the confederate. Thsir matching was partial or symbolic, not 

complete. 

It may be noted, however, that matching.did not occur until the 

interview was half way over, and not until after the interviewer had 

made an obvioun shift in her own image size. Until that tine subjects 
- 

gradually made their image larger, regardless of the apparent distance 

of the interviewer's imarre. Perhaps the image size of the interviewer 

was taken as unintentional and beyond her control until it was dramsti-

oally brought to the subject's ?ttention that a chance ran possible. 

Perception of the intentionnlity or apparent distance durinE electronic 

fm-p-enence thus mppears worthy or investigation. °then changer durinj 

the experiment may also account in whole or in part for the suitch to 

matching. Interviewees became notably less nervous and  mor ± C7Z? 

as the tr.-poriment progresned. Perhann after tension decreecd zubjests 

became more awnre of appreprirtenere o e  image matching. Moreover there 

in evidence that the quality oe perception of interviewor'r inlge sise 

 ell.21,7,e',1 as time pasced. nerear du-ing the firnt few  question  nets 



irrj,  v!ei . tje% -  en tie , 	er tLe 	wr ,- fsnrIrH . '" 4 " teenr 

of re, ?..- 	ear and er-11 	1. rte , , r 	-t;y 	- 

dimen-liens of udirtart vr. qlore" and "rrry det:ils vr. Pr,w 	- 

more cal -;?nt. This latter arpnct oe the Dirt ...nce dimenrion is rzrzoninte-' 

uith comrléxity nnd information content of image and ref2eetr-  n di'rerett 

wa..r of thinkine about the size of the image one 'receiver and precents. 

Moreover the repetitive administrntien of the ratinrr rcales  m • • 

czlled ?ttention to new ways or acting and thinking 7-tont  image  size. 

The within-modal comrensation of image rize is even more clear cut 

than heretofore mentioned. There were, or course, two rays fe- ? eubjeet 

to chenge the size of her im?ge, by adjustinr-  her zoom lens rettinFr or ty 

movin  g her chair toward or away from the camera.  The rame two wnys were 

available to the interviewer. The'interviewer chose the tenhnologic=1 

adjurtment rather than rhysical movement; so did the subject. Thur our 

comrenration is not on1y within the image size mode, tut alro -ithin  th  

• technological mode. 

Ink 
gar In ilr, rked contrast variations in intimacy of question content were 

not comreneated or at least not exclusively compensated,  'th in the 

• verbal mode. Instead (or in addition—we cannet tell since no 	lyse  
• . 

' 	of verbal content of  subjects' answers were made) n croee-moni eomrensa- . 

tion was  used. Specificallyi when asked intimate questions su-rjecte 

physically moved their chairs further away:from the monitor carryinr- -the •• 

e 	•
. interviewer's image, juot as they may-have:moved their chnirs nmay fror. • 

•• 	- her body if she had been physically present. Thu8 psycheleric -,1 ov 

intimacy was compenontive•by spatial movement.• The.oross-modal compenrz- . 
•

• 
•-bien  may however, be regarded as within-modal on a hiirher level "2 4. 

 , abstraction. Both the psychological and spatial mode were ty7icr.3 o' 

face-to-face .behaviour. Thus the entire transaction, thoun.h occurring- . 	• 
in the context of electronic co-presence l  mair be rega-ded 

occurred in the physical, fnce-to- race . mode t •rather the-  the - technolocior,2 

mode or nerose modes. 

In eddition to chair movementr an addition 	crors-modrtl compenertion 

Iuostion intimacy wao made by reducinn eye gaze rt the inte-viewer. 

• 



Thur• intim;:ey oe tonic 	Cempenr 	by reducinr 0 on:1 , T. 

To regnrri responding  ta  verbal.over-intimacy with .proxemic meve7ent 

under the conditions of the present study-as a simple crons-modal  con"-

Lion  is., however, to disregard the intricacies of the context:of eleetronds-

co7presenee. Subjects consistently responded in this way only -in the 

presence of self-view monitors which gave.continuous feedback of  the'  • 

own image. Moreover, once they began - respending to intima -t e question ,- 

 by distancins. , they continued te do so when questions became neutral and 

once they began responding to neutral  questions  by placing their_chai- - 

somewhat 'closer to the monitor carryiner the interviewer's  image,  they 

approachea even closer-when the questions became supposedly over-ittimote 

and embarrassing.  The  appealing interpretation is that intrusivenerr 

followed by neutrality comes across as rejection, especially fter  -e--1

may have opened up.b.y interpreting the intrusiveness as interest. Openin-s 

neutrality followed by over-intimacy, by the same token, comes across as 

civil tsct followed,by inereased•concern.end caring. Rejection c:dis for 

,the response of keeping one's distance•or - increasing it; increased ear±n7 

calls for reducing one's di -Stance. And that is what happened—but only 

in the presence of continuous electronic. feedback of:emn image. When 	• 

feedback mas not pre7ent there were no such clear cut effects. Thus, 

'taking the whole electronie context into acceunt we cannot interrret- 	:• 

resultr strictly in terms of mithin- or  cross-modal  compensations for 

intimacy equilibrium, but must deal with the potentiaàities, novel or 

traditional,  • seemingly unnatural or desirable, of . eleCtronic co-rresencs. 

The third aspect of maintaininE intimacy equilibrium compensaticr 

for chnnges in intimacy level, was also shomn by results. During the seu-re 

of the interview subjects reported a continual decrease in tension and an 

increase in feeling of ealmness and being at ease--arparently equivolert 

to increased intimacy with the interviewer. However, throu.shou+ the 

interview they kept moving their ch air further amay from  th-  intoryie-:-er's 

imge--to be sure only a matter of a few inches. If intimsoy 

mere to be maintained other eompens --ting behaviours would hr.ve te 

 rnd they did. Not only  11 :4. sCjects, on the  average and disrerarlinr 

matching effects l - make their omn im":7r: relatively much largsr 



i 	- • 

zoom  rontrolfl. then they  "duc-  it 	movinr,  their ch%ir 	The7. 

alzo puke longer when givin, -; - :nswerr and took:longer -Le answer, implyin7 1  

under the circumstanres, increesed effort to .give sound riswers. Thur it 

would seem that feelings of greater intimacy were accompnied on bnlanc 

with nonverbal behaviours reflecting increased immediacy. Again, however, 

the intricacies of electronic co—rresence must be considered. Althouh 

-duration of verbal response increased from the first to the second half 

•of the. interview, this happened only if self—view monitors Were present! 

The: major key to interpretation of results and certainly the most rerve-

sive -nnd striking results i--ere due te presence or absence and location, 

when present, of self—vieW monitors giVing a subject continuous access 

to what She looked like to the interviewer. When self—vie1:7 monitors were 

present: .  • 

1) sUbjects'first direction of gaze aversion after the end of a 

.question was far more often up than - down, as if the -.-  wished 

to avoid looking at their own 

sàbjectS avoided looking at their  image  by avertinr their gaze 

to the left, when monitor was on the:right, and to the right, 

when monitor was on the left. • 

indicated some ar -zreness of avoiding looking at their own  pic-turc 

 tyreporting lookinr r.:way to the might in the monitor left condi- 

tion and looking away to the left in the monitor right condition , . 

az well as lookinn.  less frequently at their ovn image in both 

monitor present conditions than in the monitor abent condition - . 
when they were able to see themselven . only very briefly. 

4) reported seeinE the communication mode as more secure and . private, 

as .oppo2ed to open to tempering. 

5) did not report presence of  monitors as distractinr-  on the evera2-.--- 

. some did see them as distnectinpr, but others found them helpful. 

On the whole then, the very --:resence of monitors, although they direetly 

indirectly affected almost everythinP.-  that went on in the situltion, m -7 nt 

be taken as undorir:..ble 	hsut further examination. However, the loctirr 

of monitor, when present turns out to be very important. Wren moniters r-re 

on the left: 

I) subjects look.at the interviewer  le:  frequently rt the l'eL'innin: 



o  

of their answer, pause lenrer before rerponding, lnd curtnil 

the length of their replier 

2) experience grenter tenrion and nervourness. 

Evidently there is something about placement of a self—view monitor on 

the left which crentes tension and anxiety. Previous studies  have found 

that people's preferred direction of gaze aversion is to the left (e.. 

Libby and Yaklevich, 1973). Although people mey not mind, and indeed 

may prefer, having their our  image  ccessible to them, they apperently 

do.not want to look nt it very often. To have it placed riet where 

they would naturally look away from the object of their main focus of 

attention, the interviewer, ma'.'  be disconcerting and tension producing- . 

Our results would certainly suggest that feedbeck monitors should be 

placee on the richt, and not on the left, of the main focus of attention. 
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APPENDIX A 

1 F. 7.. extrefrely 
2 & 6 = very 
31, 5 = Scmewht- 
4 ee neutral or incet,een 

VIY FEELINGS AeCUT MYSELF DURING THE LAST*ELOCK  OF CUESTIONS  
•• 

	

at ease 	1 .2 3 	4 5 	6 7 	nervous' 

	

pied looking 	1 	2 	3 4 	5 	6 . 7 	pialn • 

	

dishonest 	1. 2 .3 . 4 5 	6 	7 	hônest 

	

'bold truth 	1 .  2:  3 -  4 	5 	6 7 	told4les 

	

ugly 	1 	23.4 	5 	67 	beautiful 

. 	tense 	1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 calm: 



APPENDIX B , 	- 
1 & 7 = extremely 
2 6 = very 
3 & 5 somewhat 

4' = neutral or inbetween 

MY PERCEPTIONS ABOUT THE INTERVIEWER DURING THE LAST 
BLOCKOF QUESTIONS 

	

near 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	far 

— 	honest 	I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	dishonest 

• 	undependable 	I 	2 - 3 	4 	5 	6 	7 • reliable 

	

-ame showed many detalls 	I 	2 	3 	—4 	5 	6 	7 	image showed few details 

	

Image was-large 	I 	2 	.3 	4 	5 	6 	7 .image was ,small 

	

distant 	I 	2 _ 3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	close 

. 	 • . 

..1.•••• 

THE NEXT BLOCK OF QUESTIONS WILL BE 

PERSONAL AND POSSIBLY.EMBARRASSING 

46 
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APPENDIX . 

1 & 7.= Exiremcly 

2 	6 n Very 
3 & 5 = Somewhat 

. 	4 .= Neutral or 1n-between 

MY PERCEPTIONS ABOUT THE INTERVIEWER DURING THE LAST 
'BLOCK OF QUESTIONS 	. 

	

near 	1 	2 3 4 5 6 	7 	far 

	

honest 	1 	2  3 4 5 6 7 	dishonest 

• 

	

.undepehdable 	1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	reliable 
. 	. 

	

showed many details 	1 . 2 	3 	4 '5 	6 »7 	image showed few details. 

	

image was large 	1 	2 	.3 	4 	5 	6 • 7 	Image  was  small 

distant 	1 	2 . 3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	close 

' 

n•••• 

THE NEXT 'BLOCK OF QUESTIONS WILL BE OF THE 
• GENERAL, IMPERSONAL TYPE 	 . . 
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APPENDIX C 
o. 

1 & 7 	ExtrGf.aly 

2 & 6 . Very 	• 

3 & 5 	Sc'newhat 

4 	= Neutral ior  In-Between 

MY FEELINGS ABOUT THE MODE OF COMMUNICATION IN THIS 
STUDY 

allowed me to take an active 1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	forced me to take a passive 

role 	 role. 

	

mode of comMunication was 	 mode of ccnmunication was 

	

weak 1 	2 3 4 5 6 7 strong 

	

hot 1 	2 	3 4 	5 '6 	7 	cool 

. dfrect .  1' 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 ' 7 . Indirect 	• 

	

complex 1 	2 • 3 	4 . 5 	6 	7 	simple, 

	

colourful 1 	2 	3 . 4 	5 	6 	7 	colourless ' 

	

.-eode of communication made me 	 mode of ccnmunication made me 

' feel in7lved 1 .2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 -  feel - left out 

	

-complicated 1 	2 	3 '4 	5 	6 7 	easy tà-understand 

hard to interpret what was 	 • 

.mleant 1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 • 7-  
easy lo iàterpret what was: 

meant 

	

unenjoyable 1 	2 	3 	4 	5 - 6 	7 	enjoyable • 

.suitable for discussion with 	 sClitable only for common 

	

close intimate friends .  I 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7--• geSsIp 

	

boring 1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6. : 7 	leavese alert 

	

frustrates me 1 	2 	3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	is not frustrating 
• 

	

comfortable., 1 	2 ' 3 	5 	6 	7 	uncomfortable 

leaves me uncertain what 	 makes It clear what 

	

to think and do 1 	2 	3 	4 • 5 	6.' 7 	to think and do  

	

useful. 1 	2 	3 	A 	5' 6 	7 	-useless 

made me feel that someone 
else was constantly aware 

- of what I was doing. 

- made me feel like 1 
Wà5  in' . 

6 	7 	private 
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I 	2 	34  leaves me no -I-sure as to 
how I was supposed to - 

respond  • • . 

leaves me certain as to 
how I was supposed to 

respond 

a safe way to communicate .  1 3 4 5 6 7 	a dangerous way .to communicate 

23  5 6 7 bad good 

-2  

-• 

• prlvate 
6 

artificial 

pleasant 

• taxing 

. uode . of communication 

was secure 

natural 

2 	3 4 	5 	6 	7 	public 

1 	2 	3.4 	5 	6 

1 	2 	3 	4 	5 ' 6 	7 	unp easant 

1 	2 	3 	4 ‘5 	6 	7 	does not tire  me ' 

. mode of communication was 

2 3 4 5 6 7 	open to tampering by others 

2 .3, 4- 5 	6 	7 	phoney 

true to everyday life 



	

3- 4 5 	6 	7 

sçeing my own picture 
6 3' was helpful 

2 	3 	4-. 5 	6- 7 

	

5 	6 • 7 

1 lelt the interviewer was 
speaking. dir&ctly to me 

I avoided looking at my 
own picture 

1 looked away to the 
right 

seeing my own image made 

6 	7. me'nervous 
6Seeing my own image raz 

roe re 1 
Seeing my own image made 

me relax 

felt my interviewer was 
certain whether I was 
listening 1 	

. 
• . 
I felt my interviewer was 

' 	uncertain whether 1.was 
• listening 

0.4 

4 	5. 
1 felt my interviewer did 
sense how j was reacting 

I felt my interviewer 
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APPENDIX D 

I looked at my 	1 	2 	3 .4 
interviewer 

1 & 7 = extremely 
• 2 4 7 = very 

3 & 5 7= somewhat 
4 	= neutral or 1n-between- 

7 - 1 avoided looking at my 
interviewer 

MY FEELINGS ABOUT THE INTERVIEW SITUATION  

1 I felt the Interviewer was 

;.ver  talking - directly to me 	1 

seeing my own pictuee 
was distracting 

looked at my own 
picture 

I looked away to the 
loft 	1 



e 

perteived and obeyed 
cues'from which I inferred 

2 	3 4 5 6 7 how I was expected to behave 

had no idea what the . study 

• • 	would show if correctly 

	

6 	7 	interpreted 

wanted to give data that 
wouldplease.the 

experimenter 3 4 

6 

percelVed and obeyed cues 
which indicated what to do tn 

appear ccmpetent 

fried-to respond s'o 

thé experimenter will 
draw erroneous -7--  
conclusions. 

perceived no cues  as  to 
how to go about appearing _ _ 
well-adjusted 

had suspicions about true 
purpose of the study 

unconcerned with giving 

impression of competence 

- had no suspicions about • 
true purpose of the-study 

• leaned over backwards to - 

be honest so the experi-
menter will .not draw er- 

roneous conclusions 

perceived and acted on 
cues indicating how to 

'appear wel .i-adjusted 	1 - 2 

6 

6'. 

' 'tried to provide data of 
no use to science or the 

experimenter 

tried not to bias the 
outcome of the study one 

way or another 

APPENDIX E 

1 & 7 = Extremely, 

2 & 6 = Very 

, 3 & 5:=.Sorlewhat 

4 	=Neutral and in-betwcel 

MY BEHAVIOUR DURING EeERJMENT  

perceived no cues as to 
how 1 was expected to 

behave 	1 

had my own ideas about 
what the study would show 

; 	if correctly interpreted 

wanted to give data 
that would displease 

	

the  experimenter 	1 

'tried to•provide data of - 

• use to science or to  the 
 3 4 5 	6 7 	experimenter 

• 

- . behaved as I felt, 

letting.my own prejudices 

3 	4 	5 	6 	7 	influence me 
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TIIIL1ILy7,  I - 

.EXPERIMENTAL OUEST IONS 

I, What would you do If you wont  fo. the store for bread and they didn't  have 
- any.. - 	,• 	. 

' 
1 Ailk Try to form a mental picture of what 1 am going to tell you and +ell  me  

•

1 

'''' when  the  picttre is as clear as you can get it: "An Ocean Liner". _ 

3. What is  the  most embarrassing word db you think you could say to me? 

• 4. .Pefine the word "ability". 	 . 	. 

1 5, If you are engaged in an intimate sexual experience with someone, do you 

I 	prefer the lights to be on or off? 
•- 
. Finish this sentence - "Ability is native, education is 	 

1 7, Think of your best female:friend. What Would. You do 	Slie- expssed 
a desire to have sexual relations with you? 

Z. Which angle is greater: the smaller angle formed by the hands of a 	/ 
• clock at 2:45, or the smaller angle formed by the hands of a clock at 
2:30? 
• 

." Try to form a mental picture of what 1 am going to tell you and tell ire 

 when the picture is as clear as you can get 	"A Forest". 	' 

10 . What day comes before Wednesday? 

What part of your .body do )iou like to  expose  to men? 

12.In pictures of Napoleon, which hand does he hold in his coat? 

13. Name two small letters which go below the line of print like the letters 

1 -  .13 	Y 	
. 

- 
and . 

f 14. 
 What was your first impression of me? 	 -; 	

. 

115. What do you do to attract soweone to whom you are sexually' attracted? 
% - • 
1 	lmagliw a rt)c1mgle. Draw à tine from the upper left-hand'corner to the 

u. 	1ower right-hand Corner. 'What tWo figures do you now have? ' 	• 

17.°When was thelast time you- told . a lie to someone close to you? 

18. Make up a sentence using the words "-thigh" and "kissed". 

19.; What is the wost embarrassing word •1 could say to you? 

20. Mow are a piano and violin alike?' - 

j
21. What are you nt;st afraid of? . • 

• 
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P: :Define the woa "cconomics". 

1 

...- 

« 5. What part of speech is "ihe"? 

-.. Try to form a meental picture .from the following quola and tell me wh*n 

. 	the picture is as clear as you can get it; "Is this a dagc-urwhich I 

see before me, the handle loward my hand". 	-13 

.5. What are the advantages of paying bills by . cheque? 	• 

2.5. Uhat'is a four-letter •ord beginning with f? 

IT. Describe  the  scene of the most embarrassing situation you were ever in. 

2-8. How often do you use underarm deodorants? 
* 

29. Compared with Kest people, how would you rate yovrself on intelligence? 	• 

I 30. What do yOu think is the aveeagê length of an erect penis? - 

31. Make up a sentence using the words "exchange" and "stock". 

i 
32. Try to form a mental picture from the following quote and tell me 

when the picture is as clear as you can get it: "He could stand it 
. 	no longer; he cried out, he sobbed helplessly against her tensed face..." 

. Try to get a clear picture in your mind of what 1 am going to tell you and 

tell me when it is as clear as you can get it: "A sexual orgy in your 

. own room or apartment". 	 . 

!.151 . . How Many points are there on the Maple Leaf id the Canadian *flag? 

• 

.35. .What aspect of your personality do you dislike or regard as a handicap? 	• 

36. If you are or were ,to have a sexual relationship with someone, how 

often would you like  fo engage in sexual actUvity? 

37. How màny corners  are  there  in a solid cube? -e 

., 	 . 1  38. try to form a mental picture from the following quote and teLl me when 

. 

 

the  picture is as clear as you can get it: "They grunted together, Karen 

• sciuirming _backward in the damp earth, Shar grinding himself against her". . 

I 

39. Why do you think  lesbien  relationships are considered by some people to 

° be as satisfying as heterosexual relationships? 

• 
40. •hat would you do 1, you lost a book that belong-d to one 0, your frIends. . 1 

i 

1 41. What part of your body do you like to hide from men? 	 . 

. 	. • 42. What does C.O.D. mean? • 

I 	• 
t 43. .Yry to form a mental' picture- from the following quote and tell me when II, 

	

	the picture'iS  as  clear as_you can get it: "She heaved and hurdled, arched 
and . Cried, clawed me e  kissed me, 'even  cave a chriek 

37. How 

' . 

• 



r-• 

14.0 

1 liu;»,-,e, 

ji 

f.11) irrog ne you are out wilh a ran for the first time. You notice his 

fly is open. What would you do? 

• 

45. What is a letter lhat goes below the line of print in small writing 

and above-the line in small printing? 

46. Tell me five verbs beginning with "r". 
• 

! 

 

47. Try to form a mental picture from the fol lowing  quote and tell me when 

the picture is as clear as you can get it: "A birdie with a yellow 

bill hopped upon my windew sill". 

48.• What is the meaning of the werd "time"? 
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APPENDIX I 
• 	• 	1,„ 

1 

, 
' • Time (seconds) to onset'of verbal response 	. 

-111› " 	
0 	" offset . 0 ' V 	. 0 

I 	

No verbal respon'se • 
• Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response (first look-away) 
Maintained eyo contact (did- not look away until efter verbal response) 

B Time (seconds) to 'onset of-verbal response 
411 	n 	t,  offset " 

Vo verbal response 

Time (seconds) to onset of oculE, r'response (first look-away) 
Maintained eye contact (did not look pway untirafter verbal response) 

- Time (seconds) .to onset of verbal response 

" offset " 	" • 	It  

0.••n•••••nn•nnn•• 

No verbal response 

lime (seconds) to onset of ocular . response (first look-awey) 
Maintained eye contact (dld not look away until after verbal response) 

D Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
Il 	" offset " 	" 	" 

. No verbal response 

Aidime (seconds) to onset  of  ocular response (first look-away) 	 
gliaintained eye contact (did not lOok: away until after Verbal response) 

E .:Time'(seconds) to onset of verbal response 

.Subject. # 	RESPONSE TIME RECORD 

41 	 14 	H offset " 	" 	" 

•No  verbal  response 
.C.....•••n••••••n•••n• 

Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response (first look-away) 	 
-Maintained eye contact (did not look away until after verbal response') 

: lime (seconds) to onset of verbal  response 
.'. li 	" • " offset " 	IItt 	

- 

:No verbal response 

Time (seconds) to:Onset of ocular response (first look-away) 	 
Maintained eye contact‘.(did not look away until afte r .  verbal response) 

"Firlie (seconds) to onset of verbal reSponse 
" offset " 

No verbal response 

lime  (seconds) to onset of ocülar response (firSt look-away) 	 
Maintained eye•contact (did not look away until àfter verbal response) 

L" 	It -  offset " 

7m verbal response 	
• 

lime  (seconds) to onset of verbal response 

lime  (seconds) to onset of ocular'resoonse (first look.-eeiay) 	 
Paintaincd eye contact (did not look awey until afterverbei response), 



Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response (first look-away) 	 
Paintained eye contact (did not look away until after.verbal response) 

Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
0 	u 	" offset " 	" 	11 

• 
• Pô verbal  response 	. 

bject e" 	USF.C:5E 11ME RECORD 

I Time (seconds) to onset of .verbai response 
11 	"'offset " 	" 

i s° verbal response 

1 1 

" offset " 

No verbal response 

'Ire (seconds) to onset-  of verbal reswise 

Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response -(first lopk-away) 
eaintained eye Contact-(did not look away until after verbal response) 

Tire  (seconds) to onset of verbal response 

	

" offset " 	" 	u • • 

• • fie verbal response 	 

fime (seconds) to onset ofocular response (first look-away) 	 
Maintained eye contact :(didinot took aWay,until after verbal response) 

Time  (seconds)  to onset of verbal-respOnse 
" offset 	u 	It  • 

No verbal response 

In'e (seconds) to onset of ocularresponse .(first look7away) 	 
MORntained eye  contact  (did nOt look away until after Verbal response) 

Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
11 	 It 

Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response (first look-away) 	 
Maintained eye contact (did not, look away until after verbal response) 

Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
u 	11 	 It  offSet " 	" 	fr 

MO verbal response_ _ 

Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response (first  look-away) 	 
Maintained eye contact (did not look away until after verbal response) 

lime (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
" offset " 	" 

ge verbal response 

lime (seconds) to onset of ocular response (first look-away) 	 
!aintained eye contact (did not look -away until after verbal response) 

« 	 If .If  offset "- 	"  

1 .:= verbal respcnse 
- 

Ire (seconds) to onset of ocular resepnse (first  look-aay) 	 
. intalned eye contaci (did not loe .-.  a:.ey until after verbal re!.:olise) 



Subject'll 	• 	RESPONSE TIME RECORD 

I 11 Time (seconds) toonset of verbal response 

" 	" offset " 	" 	' 	" 
mop 

No verbal response 

Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response (first look-away) 	 
Maintained eye contact (did not look away until after verbal response) 

12.Time (seconds) 
11  

to onset of verbal response 
" offset " 

....e.•n••••••n•nn111 

No  verbal  response 

Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response (first look-away) 
Maintained eye contact (did:not look away until after •verbal  response) 

t5 Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
11 	" offset  " • " 

. No verbal response 

Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response (Èirst - look-away) 
Maintained eye contact (did  not.  look  away until after verbal response) 

PI Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
" offset " 	" 	ft  

EC verbal response .• 

Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response . (first look-away) 	'  

Maintained eye contact (did not look away until after verbal response) 

15 Time (seconds) to onset of verbal  response 
.

n 	. 11 	fI  offset 	 . 
........••n•n•nn••••10 

No'verbal response 

TiMe (seconds) to onset of. ocular response (first rook-away). 
-Maintained eye contact (did•not leok away until after  verbal  response) 

• 
1  Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 	. . 	

, • 
11 	"'offset " 	" 	• n -- 

VC verbal response 	 

. Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response (first icek-away) 	 
Maintained eye Contact (did not look away until after Verbal response) 

] Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response • 	. 
offset 0 : il 	 it  

*•••••••n•••n• 

No verbal response 	 • • 

Time (seconds) toonset of ocular response (first look-away)  '  
•aintained eye contact (did not look away until after vorbal . response) 

Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
•" -offset " 	" - 	• " 

No verbal response 

lime (seconds) to Onset of ocular response (first look-away) 	 
!.'31nta1r.ed eye contact (did not leok 3W3Y until after verbal response) 



Subjedt # 	 RESPONSE TIME RECORD 

9 Time (secends) to onset of verbal response 
" of  (set  " - " 	• 

No verbal response 

Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response (first  109k-away) 
ealntained eyecentact (dld not look,.away until after verbal.responsei 

20 Time (seconds) to onset of  verbal  response • 
" offset " 	" 	tt 

0••••n••n•nn••nnn•nnn••• 

No verbal ' response 

•  Time ,(seconds) to onset of ocular r response (first look7away) 

MaInteined'eye contact (did not look away until after verbal response) 

21 Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
" 
	U offset  " 	It 	- 	If 

No verbal response . - 

Time (seconds).to onset of ocular response (first look-,away) 	 
Maintained eyé contact ( ed not-look away until after verbal response) 

Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
15 	 11 

 

" offset " -" 

No verbal responso 

Time,(seconde to onset of ocular response (firstlook,away) 	 
Maintained eya contact (dld riot look away until after verbal response) 

23 Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
" offset " 

No verbal  response 

Time (seconds) to ()rise of ocular-response (first look-away) 
Maintained eye contact (dId not look away until ,  after verbâl response)- 

Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
u • 	

" offset " 	" 
...II...e...............e . 	 , , 	 . 

No verbal response 	 
• 

Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response (first look-away). 
Maintained eye contact (dld not look away until after Verbal response) 

Time  (seconds)  to onset of verbal response 
" Offset " " 

No verbal response 

Time (seconds) . to onset of ocular response (first lookaway) 	 
Maintained eye contact (did not look away  uni- il  after verbal response) 

Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
"  off set  " 	" 	• 	 41  

No verbal resimnse 

Time•(seconds) to onset of ocular response (first look-away) 	 
Maintained -;,.ye contact (did not  look  away until after verbal response) 

nn •••n •n•n••n••n•n••• 



Subject # RESPONSE T1ME,RECORD 

_No_verbel response 

Î27 Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
II 	 II 	St 

off set 	It 	If 	 II 

NO verbal response 	 

Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response ,(first look-away) ._ 

-Maintained eye contact (dld not look away until after  verbal response) 

:28  -rime (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
"  offset ." 	" • 

• 

No verbal response 	 

Time  (seconds)  to onset of ocular respense (first look-away): 
Maintained eye contact (did not look away until after verbal response) 

29 Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
u 	 " offset ": 

No verbal response 	 - 

limé (seconds) to onset of oCular response (first look-away) 
Maintained eye contact,(did not look away until after verbal response) .  

30.Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
It 	 It 	 " offset " 

No . verbal response 	 • - 
. 	. 

Time (seconds) . to onset of ocular response (first look-away) 	 
Maintained "eye contact (did not loOkawaY until after verbal response) . - 

31  Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 	• 
fi 	 Ii 	" offset " 	" • 	 If  

.1:1••n•••••••nn•••nn••n11 

Time (seconds) to onset of ocular reSponse (first look-away) 	 
Maintained eye contact (did not look away until after verbal.response) 

32 Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
if 	 il " offset " 	" 	 fi 

- 
No verbal response 	 • 
Time  (seconds)  to onset of (peeler reSponse (first look-away) 	 
Mâlntained eye contact (did not : look away until after verbal response) 

3  lime (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
II 	 ft 	 " offset 	" 	• " 

No verbal 'response 	- 

:Time (seconds) to onset of Ocular responSe (first look-away) 	
. 

Maintained eye contact (did not look away until after verbal response) 

t° 

 

Tire (seconds) to onset of verbal response - • . 	. 	. 	. 
4111

11 
	' 	51" offset. "•-,'," 	-: . 	

11 

	

--____.: 	• 	• 
• • 	

--;. 

I No verbal reSponse 

	

' 	
. 	. 

lime (seconds) to onset of ocular'resPonse . (first look-away) 	 
Maintained eye contact (did not look.away until after verbal response) 	• 

4.1n•n••nn•n•••n••••••• 



S. ubJect RESPONSE TIME RECORD 

I.  

lime (seconds) to onset of verbal response 	. 
0 	11 	11 offset " 	" 	0 	. 	. 

..---, 	. 

eo  verbal response 	. 	 . 
• . 

Time (seconds) te onset of .ocular response (first look-away) 	 
ealntalhed eye contact (did .not leek aWay until after verbal . response) 

;lime (seconds) to onset of•verbalresponse 
if 	 I' " offset " 	" 	li 

-go verbal - response • 

Time (seconds) to onset Of ocular response (first look-away) 	• 

Maintained eyo contact (did reot. look away until after verbal response) .  

Tîme (seconds) to. onset•of verbal response 
n offset " " 

no Verbal response . 	• 

Time (seconds) to.onset of ocular response (iirst look-away). 
Maintained eye contact (did not look away until after verbal response) 

:lime (seconds) to onset of verbal response 	
. 

.0 	u 	u offset  " 	" _ 	 • . •— 	. 

vo verbal response 	 . 	• . 	
. 

Me (seconds) to onset of ocular response (first look-away). 	
. 	. 

!arntained eye contact (did not-look-away until after verbal response) ' 

'Time (seconds) to Onset of verbal response ' 
n 	If 	" offset " . 	_...— 

Vo verbal response 	. 

Time (seconds) to onset  of  ocular response (first look-away) 
Maintained eye contact (did not look away until after  verbar response) 

lime  (seconds)  ta  onset of verbal. response 
0- 	• u 	" offset " 	" 

• • 
• 

Ro'verbal response 	 
' 	. 	

. 

Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response (first look-away) 	
. 

Maintained eye contact (did not look away until after verbal response) 

lima  (seconds) to onset of verbal response 
fit 	

" offset sr 	"' 

eo verbal response 

lime  (seconds) to onset of ocular response (first look-away) 	 
Maintained eye contact (did not look away until after verbal response)  H  

• ...•••••••••n•••••n••• 

dine (seconds) to onset of verbal 
11" 	" offset " " 

U0 verbal response 

response 
— 

...•••••••••n•••••••••• 

Time (seconds)  to onset of ocular response (first look-away) - 
Maintained eye contact (did not look away until -  aller verbal response) 



46 Tree (seconds) to onset  of  verbal 

	

offsQf 	n  

	

. 	 - 

No .  verbal.respono 	 

Time (seconds) to onset of ocularresponse (first look-away) . 	_ 
Maintained eye contact (did not look away. until after verbal response) .  

response 
- 

01•••••••••••••n•n•••••11 

. • 

......m...........ow.•••••••••••••n•nn••••••••• 

Subject Ë 	 RESPONSE .TIME RECORD 

43 Time (seconds) to onset .of verbal response 
" offset " 	" 

n•••nn••••••n•n••••••11 

No  verbal responso 

Time.(seconds) fo onset of Ocular response:(first ioe-away) — 	-  
Maintained cye contact (did not look away until after verbal response): 

44 Time (seconds) to onset of verbal response' ' 	 . 
II 	If 	U offset " 	" 	81 - 	 • •0 : 

No  verberesponse_  

Time (seconds) to on-Set of ocular response (firSt lookaway) 
Maintained eye contact (did not  look  aWay until after verbal7W-S-FriaT) --:-----" 

45 Time (seconds) to onset'of Verbal-response 
tt 	et offset " '" 	P 

•••••••••••••••••••n•••••n 

No verbal respono 

• Time (secOnds) to onset of ocular response (first look-away) 	
. 

Maintained eye contact (dienot.look away until after verbal response). - 

47 TiMe (seconds) to onset of verbal response 	 . 

" offset " 	1* • 	" 	
• , 

No verbal response . 

Time (scceilds) to onset of ocular response (first look-away) 	 
Maintained cye contact (did not look away until after verbal response) 

4 3 Time (seconds) to onsci-  of verbal response 
11 t2 	" offset " 	" 

No verbal rmonse • 

Time (seconds) to onset of ocular response (first look-away) 	 
Maintained eve contact.(did not look away-until after.verbarresponse) _ 



APPENDIX J 

Script  

• HI, you must be 	 . I 'm Tom Schleich. Thank you for 

volunteering for this project. I assure you there's nothing to be 

apprehensive about and in fact I think you'll have some fun! Have you 

•ever seen yourself on TV? Well you're going to in just a few moments. 

There's another girl in another part of the building - that's  an under-

graduate, she'll be interviewing you over closed circuit TV. This is 

only a pilot study in which we are attempting, with your help, to 

develop an interview procedure, and select approPri ate questions deal ing 

with Canadian attitudes-towards sex and other topics. Your cooperation 

in this initial phase is invaluable to us! 

Are you at all fami liar with the Kinsey report (Subject responds). 

Well, one of the problems of doing research in this sensitive area which 

deals with people's sexual attitudes and. other intimate -topics is that 

people sorretimes get embarrassed in the face to facp interview. One 

possibility for making the situation more comfortabfe an.d .  less threaten-

ing is to have the interviewer and interviewee in separate rooms, and 

communicate via closed-circuit TV. This is the approach we are using 

In the present study. 

Let‘s go over here now. I'd like you to take this chair and sit 

anywhere between this monitor (monitor A) and the back. Pause. Just 

so long as you are in front of this camera. (subject sits). The 

person you'll be getting to know during the next 20 minutes or so is 

Diane Ramey. As I said she's in another p.art of the building and has 

a camera just like yours. 

58 



-Diane's picture will appear on this monitor.soon. (Conditions 1 

and 11) and your own image will appear on this one (Experimenter points 

The first thing we would like you  to  do is to learn how  •to control 

your image so that you may "put your best foot forward", or come across 

fo Diane in any way you like. During your talk with her there will be 

several breaks or pauses during which you will get a chance to adjust 

your image, to try a new approach if you want to, for you see move-en -t-

or image adjustmant during a set of questions may throw your image out 

of focus or off the screen. 

These buttons (experimenter points) are hooked up to lights or a 

panel behind that curtain. Each button redresents one distance on the 

lens. "1 minimum is a small distant shot of you, 2 is slichtly laroer, 

3 larger still and 4 maximum, is a large close-up picture. We'll use 

these to simulate the automatic apparatus which we'll be using when we 

start our real study later this summer. We want_you to be.as much at 

ease as possible, to make sure you are comfortable and relaxed about 

checking and changing your image, let's practice a bit..'Inush the focus 

button whenever your image isn't clear enough. Let's start at 1 minir%-, 

press that button (1 minimum) and 	show you how you'll look. OK 

great, now press 2 (Experimenter changes zoom). Fine! How about 3. 

(Subject presses button, Experimenter responds). That's 5cod, now 1.ive 

4 maximum a try. OK let's do it again. (Subject pushes each button ir 

turn, Experimenter responds by chanping lens position). The experi-er -e-

then presenis each Position randomly and asks the subject to identily 

it. OK now push ihe bution with which you'd like to start! t!ow we  are  
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ready to open the visual channel between you and Diane. In a moment her 

Image will appear on this monitor (and sirmaltaneously your's will 

appear on her's). To begin, Diane will ask you a few warm-up questions 

(there will be eight other groups with six questions in each). We'd 

like you to give a candid, off the top of your head response. No 

response need be given if the questiori in some way makes you ill at 

ease. This goes for any of the questions. Do you understand so far? 

(Experimenter answers any questions). The interviewer will then ask 

the other questions in Group I. At the end of every second group, you 

will rate yourself and your interviewer on these scales (Experimenter 

shows sample of Semantic Differential), and adjust your image if you 

• wish. 

(The Experimenter enters after each group, instructs the subject 

on how to use Semantic Differentials, the Subject fills in sca les, the 

Experimenter than asks the subject to press one of the buttons on the 

panel if she wishes to Change her image). 

(Beginning last 4 blocks). The subject choosés image then, "Oh, 

I forgot that we're starting the second half of the questions. You oet 

to see your interviewer's starting image and can adjust yours to the most 

comfortable position before the onset of each block of questions. (The 

subject resets and the second half of the groups begins). 

(After last block) the Experimenter re-enters, introduces the 

Interviewer  to the subject and they begin the debriefing session 

after the subject has filled out the longer semantic differentialsd 



APPENDIX K 

EightTossible treatrents, 12 Subjects will be assigned to each. 

Interviewer's image-distance schedules. C = close, F = far. 

Schedule 	(c) CCCC FFFF (There is also a warm up cell of the 

same type). 

. Schedule 2: (f) FFFF CCCC 

Question Schedules. N = Nonembarrassing, E = embarrassing 

Schedule 1 NNNN EEEE 	(The warm up cell beings with neutral 

Schedule 2 EEEE EEEE 

. Schedule 3 EENN EENN 

.Schedule 4 NNEE NNEE •  

and ends with slightly embarrassing• 

questions). 

o 
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